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the levy; (3) that the levy of
twenty mills (ten In each case) is excessive; (1) that the board was entitled to bo heard as to the amount
of the levy, or whatever any levy was
necessary; "there existing upon the
tax rolls a legal and adequate lovy
to cover" the Judgments which it Is
the duty of the tax collector to collect; (5) that It is Impossible to determine the amount of the levy nec
essary for the year succeeding the
year 1903 until the rolls for that year
had been completed and tho amount
of taxable property determined; (fi)
that the board is not In default and
should not be held liable until in
of
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ty for the larceny of six head of and at 2 a. m. it managed to dig down to
Perempdy at law is also alleged.
could have been urged to prevent the the record, showed that the levy of
tle from the El Capltan Land
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gether with Interest. It was further
real sympathetic support. A 3 a. m. petition
appeared for appellants and At- 5 below had been recorded and the court and prayed "tnat the peremp review, that the act of Congress vail pointed out that the Interest to acfor
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dating
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The objections that are urged emptory vrlts of mandamus were IsIn the case of the United States, and with a
slight rest at 4 o'clock, writ are made permanent."
against the act of Congress are that sued to $32,874.05. It follows necesappellee, vs. Carl Adamson, appellant when the mercury rose to 4 below, it
To sustain this prayer they alleged it cannot be understood from it what sarily, ai the court said, that the conIndicted for conspiracy to bring untook its great plunge reaching seven that at the date of the rendition of refunding act is referred to, there tention
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ese persons not entitled to enter, the o'clock.
property within the county of Santa er all of the bonds Issued under It untrue In fact." To the contention
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eror only an that the twenty mills levied are exr
Fires on Strike.
Fe subject to taxation was liable for have been validated
point raised being as to alleged
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ror in the admission of evidence and
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comfort and down to the cellar furnace them respectively to the oounty of no identification of what holders of Issued. But, the court added, It Is not
for appellant.
In case No. 1180, Luciano Chaves, they hiked. The furnace, however, Rio Arilba and the county of Tor- the bonds In excess of the amount shown that the assessable value of
et al., appellants, vs. Elolsa L. de seemed to be on a strike and gave rance, and made them subject to named in the act of Congress shall property in Santa Fe county has Invalida- creased, while It docs appear on the
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But the most startling story of the In excess of the amount required, and but had failed and refused to make verse and rcninnd. ' This, it will he
Victory at Santa Fe. The court apto pny tho judg- observed, Is very general. It would
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tive, Sold by all druggists.

is'- -

pose Js to not only give the power to
-review, but to prevent Its defeat
through the distinction between caus
ps of action and modes of trial. Fur
ther argument Is unnecesary, Even
.RIGHT CONTEST
If the contention had grounds of support it would be answered by the
case of English v. Arizona, supra, and
the rase of Armljo v. Armljo, 181 U.
Territorial Engineer Sullivan
S. 501. In the latter case we said
thnt practice "In the courts of a Ter
Takei Matter under
ritory is based upon local statutes
Advisement
and procedure, and we are not dis
posed to review the decision of the
supreme court In such cases. Sween
ey v. Sommre, 22 Wall. 208." Of the GOVERNOR'S REP0RT RECEIVED
other contentions of appellants, it is
enough to say that they are without
Hanover Copper Company of
merit.
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There Is no Quinine, nothing whatever harsh or sickening In Prevontlcs.
These little Candy Cold Cure Tablets
act as by magic. A few hours and
your threatening Cold is broken. Candy
like in taste, Prevcntlcs please the
children and they break the feverlsh-ness- ,
And least of all Is the
always.
economy. A large box 48 Preventlcs
25 cents.
Ask your druggist. He
Co.
knows. Sold by Stilpling-Burrow- s
MET GENERAL SANDOVAL
IN NEW MEXICO.
Encounter Between AlbuHow Inquerque and Socorro
Revolution Wat
cipient

Interesting

Nipped

in

Bud.

Spokane, Wash., Jan. 8. "Dispatches In middle western papers telling of

tho latest exploit of 'Swlftwater Bill'
Gates of Spokane, la Peru, where he
la looking over a placer mine, which
was worked by Cortez and his men
more than 300 years ago, recalled my
meeting with General Sandoval while
traveling between Albuquerque and
Socorro, N. M., 10 years ago," said
Eugene A. Welch of Boston, who is
visiting In Spokane on the way to San
Francisco. He added:
"Of course, at the time I did not
know that my traveling companion
wag the one time famous leader of
the revolutionists In Peru. In fact,
I had not the remotest Idea who he
was. I had been at Socorro on a business trip and was returning to Albuquerque. Across the aisle of the
smoking car was a party of foreigners,
drinking wine, smoking cigarettes and
conversing in Spanish. As we stopped
at Isleta several gaudily attired Pueblo squaws came aboard with their
pottery and bead work. The foreign
ers seemingly were interested and
bought several trinkets.
"After the train resumed its Jour
ney one of the foreigners, whom 1
took to be the leader of the party,
came over to where I was sitting,
took a seat beside me and asked me
in English, which he spoke quite well,
if I knew to what tribe the Indians
belonged, and if I knew anything
about their history. Having traveled
through New Mexico more or less, I
was somewhat conversant with Pueblo history and Informed him that
they were supposed to be descendants
of the Aztec sun worshippers, lived
in terraced adobe huts and practiced
a form of religious worship that was
a nilxture-o- f the Catholic religion and
sun worship. He was deeply Interest
ed in my narrative and made notes
of what I told him.
"Then he became talkative and said
that he and bis friends were Peruvian
capitalists, on a tour ot Mexico and
New Mexico for the purpose ot spying
out lands with a view to purchasing
them for coffee raising. They were
keenly disappointed, he Informed nie,
In not finding any land that appeared
to them suitable for the purpose.
'After saying that he was engaged
in railroad building in Peru, he confided to me that a year or so previous
ly, while excavating for a new road,
he had discovered a burled city and
there uncovered more than $1,000,000
worth of Jewels and articles of gold
which had been stored away by the
prehistoric people who once had Inhabited the city, and who either had
forgotten or purposely left the riches
there.
'He also told me of having discov
ered, on a plateau in the Andes moun
tains, a wonderful lake, in the middle
of which was an island, which the
natives called 'The Island of the
In the center of this Island
Moon.'
were the ruins ot a vast temple, in
the patio of which bubbled a fountain
on an elevation higher than any land
near It. During certain phases of the
moon the fountain vaired in the height
of the slrenm which it threw Into the
air, which condition was laid to lunar
influence, and therefore the name.
'He also told me many other mar
velous tales of the mysterious country whence he enrae, and said that one
day discoveries ot gold would be made
there which would amaze the world.
'Arriving In Albuquerque the for
eigners left the train and went to
the European hotel, where they look
quarters for the night. Later I scrut
inized the register and there saw the
and
Inscription, 'General Sandoval,
party, Lima, Peru.' I thought nothing
of this, but several weeks later I read
In a San Francisco paper an account
of the arrest of General Sandoval, revolutionist, and a part of his followers,
on their return from the United States
to Peru with a vessel loaded with
arms nnd ammunition, and the nip
ping in the bud of an incipient revolution. I realized that my traveling
companion from Isleta to Albuquerque was none other than General
Sandoval.

"Instead of having been In this
coffee
lands
country Investigating
they dime for the purposo of buying
arms with which to carry on a revolution In Hie land ot comic opera wars,
but had stubbed a toe Bomowhere
and with disastrous effect."
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure
any enso of kidney or bladder trouble
that Is not beyond the reach of medl-clno- .
It Invigorates the entire system nnd strengthens the kidneys so
they eliminate the Impurities from the
blood. Backacho, rheumatism, kidney
and bladder troubles are all cured
by this great medicine. Commence
taking at once and avoid Brlght's Disease and Diabetes. Sold by all
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Duluth Filet Incorporation
Papers.

.m

Covernor Curry today received the
first printed copies of his report for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1909.
It Is replete with concise and accur
ate statistical information and reports
in tho progress of education and oth
er matters In the territory.
Appeal From Water Rights Decision.
Henry Tipton has appealed to the
rrltorial board ot water commlssion- jrs, from the approval of the applica
tion of F. E. Downs for waters out of
be Pecos river In Eddy county.
Incorporation Matters.
Incorporation papers were filed to- lay by the Hnnover Copper Company
t Duluth, Minn., and with New Mex
ico offices at Hanover, Grant county.
The capital is $50,000, divided into 6.- 000 shares and the company begins
business with 3,000 shares. The Incorporators and directors are: Wll
Ham Elder, M. E. Riley and Arthur
Howell of Duluth, Minn.
The Burro Mountain Copper Company filed with Territorial Secretary
Nathan Jaffa a certificate to a change
s
of the company. The
In the
headquarters are at Silver City and
the New Mexico representative Is W.
D. Murray.
The Boston Cerrillos Mine Corporation of the Cerriollos, Santa Fe county, and Portland, Me., filed a certifi
cate changing its New Mexico repre
sentative from Alfred P. Towe to
John O. Eaton.
Notary Public Appointed.
Governor Curry today appointed
Nelson A. Miller of Wagon Mound,
Mora county, a notary public.
Pecos Water Rights Matter Taken
Under Adviiement.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul-va- n
has taken under advisement the
Pecos river water rights
disputes.
the hearing of which In the council
chamber at the Capitol occupied the
past two days and la which some of
the best legal talent In New Mexico
made learned argument to elucidate
Involved.
the intricate
questions
Twenty days were granted In which
the trustees of the Las Vegas grant
could file briefs and for the presentation of data as to the water supply
of the Pecos and tributaries.
Bar Association.
It was resolved yesterday afternoon
to postpone again the New Mexico
Bar Association meeting until February 28, when the supreme court reof
convenes. As the inauguration
Chief Justice William J. Mills to the
followgovernorship takes place the
ing day a large attendance of members of the bar is anticipated especially from the fourth judicial district over which Chief Justice Mills
has presided so ably for so many
years andto which, according to custom, the presldnecyof the Bar Assocl
atlon goes this time, the intention being to hold the annual election of offi
cers on February 28. It Is also ex
pected that the Las Vegas Bar will
Invite the association to meet with
it this August for the regular sum.
mer meeting.
Normal
Pupils at Spsnish-Amerfca- n
School.

The following are the pupils at tho
SpanHh-Amerlca- n
Normal School at
El Rito In addition to those who have
been drafted from the school to teach
In rural districts: Celestlno Martinez,
Gullberte Duran, Jose R. Lopez, Guadalupe Trujlllo, Manuel S. Trujillo,
Paula Trujiilo, Celestlno Jaramillo,
Ralph Dixon, Amabelis Moya, Martin
Suazo, Cleofes Martinez, Alberto Cha
vez, Mrs. Lola Chaves, Misses A. M
Rodriguez, R. Guillen, Lenora Wood,
Mary Ferran, Dixie Dixon, O. Dixon,
Sarah Keller, Carmellta
Martinez,
Mae Madole, Belle Woods, P. Fleming
and Tomas Lucero.
Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy is
not a common, every day cough mixture. It Is a meritorious remedy for
all" the troublesome and dangerous
complications resulting from cold In
the head, throat, chest or lungs. Sold
by all druggists.
OPERA OVER
THE WIRELESS TELEPHONE.
New York Jan. 11. Grand opera by
wireless telephone at the Metropolitan opera house. Beginning tomor
row night and continuing every night
thereafter, residents of any city within a radius of a hundred miles of New
York may sit In their public hails or
homes, If they are fitted with wire
less, nnd listen to Caruso and his
colleagues warble In Manhattan.
Tho discovery of the novol plan of
long distance entertainment became
known today, when it was learned
thnt for more than a week Dr. DeFor-e- t
and another wireless wizard
nnmed Turner had been setting up an
elaborate wiroless telephone plant at
the Manhattan, designed to transmit
opera, all but the scenery, minrireds
of miles over the country. The Initial
tost of the plan will take place Wedwill
nesday when Mmo. Fermstad
song Tosca to fashionable audiences,
not only In the opera house but In
wireless telephone plants In a dozen
different towns.
Arrangements have been made with
a number of wireless stations to be
in readiness to receive the opera over
the air line. The wireless apparatus
has been arranged behind and above
the stage so as to catch every note ot
the piece and to transmit it through
the ether. Last night perllmlnary
tests wore miide with regular wiroloss
telephones and persons up town hoard
Caruso sing In "La Gloconda,"
GRAND

Juan Hernandei alias Benjamin LoOPENINGS IN FORE8T SERVICE.
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must be cleaned of snow good business too. There Is nothing urgent to cause a school board to dis- tion did not constitute her a Clark played for the patient several popular-ai- rs
pavements
McLean
Mr.
plant.
which the grll then played by ear.
of every cent of tax legally levied. All rigating purposes.
certain time then that helps every Individual so much charge or change the principal In the bo as to render the books InadmissiIn
the first " 'ce witnln
Soon her condition began to show Imthat Is necessary Is for the board of ed several acresraised sorghum
ble.
cron with- - mn pavements mum ne cicanea oi as good roads. It Is a wonder that midst of a school term."
fine
nf
a
Anmt
and
of her
equalization to take the lead in deter6.
The word "clerk" as used In provement and the progress
out Irrigation. In a few years his snow and ice within a certain time New Mexico has done so long with
case attracted the attention oi tne
a
mere
enforcmining the rate of assessment. If the
more
statute
be
than
should
the
ordinance
such
for
then
"In
what
Implied
are
view of the remarkable proghighways.
apologies
as a
official calculations of the federal cen-bu- s ranch will be quite valuable
It means one having authorities.
and his suc- ed no matter whom It may hit. "Such Road building Is easy In the terri- ress that hns been made In mining in amanuensis.
office say that the actual value of garden truck producer,
the business, so as to
of
warrant
Is
for
sufficient
are
is
knowledge
such
the
In
the
United
few
conditions
the
Stales
climatic
last
law,"
and
tory
hunILITIA ORGANIZATIONS TO
railroad property In New Mexico ex- cess can be repeated on many
to
the mayor and police and city council that the" cost of maintaining
good years, It has become apparent that be inble of his own knowledge,
Silver
of
acres
dred
surrounding
of
UNITE WITH REGULARS.
ceeds $100,000,000 and the board
to give Santa Fe an
the mining Industry, though ever at- testify as to it.
city roads Is much less than elsewhere.
City."
assess7.
to
fixes
the
Books
shown
rate
of
of account
equalization
tractive to the business man, has asgovernment.
aneuver Camps and camps or in
ment at a total of $16,000,000, then all
The assessed valuation of Chicago sumed proportions that entitle It to conform to the requirements of C. L.,
The Pennsylvania Dutch nrn Invad-- ;
structions Are Ordered
sec. 3031, are admissible and when
other property ought to be assessed
1909 Is
which more than a speculative
of
Interest
$,'197,212,850,
for
are
who
enumerators,
Klelnfelter
New
Mexico.
Editor
Competent
three-fourth- s
In the same proportion of 15 centB on ing
falls on renl estate, one-fif- th Though great strides have been made so admitted In a suit against an adof the Obar Progress appears to be a willing to take the positions offered
the dollar. If the board of equaliza- Pennsylvania Dutchman. The other by the census bureau, will be perform-da- y
may constitute "other
on personal property and only In mining and in the manufacture of ministrator
Omaha, Jan. 11. Instructions were
tion fixes the rate so that the total
on the rallroadB, This mining machinery, It is but a fore- material evidence," corroborating the received yesterday at the headquarH. B. Haney and wife and six lng a very important public service,
railroad assessment will amount to children landed at Obar from Strouds- - The work Is not particularly hard, but much is certain, however, that the runner of the marked advances that claimant as required by C, L., Sec. ters of the department of Missouri
to arrange for a maneuver camp and
$50,000,000, than all otuer
property bung, Pennsylvania, with a carload It Is not going to be an easy matter personal wealth by far exceeds the bid fair to he accomplished in the 3021.
8.
Under C. L., sec, 2550, Interest
camp of instructions for the depart
ought to be assessed at fifty cents on of household goods with the Intention to secure the required number of real estate values but that It escapes next few years. To thOBO conversant
an
account
on
runs
1b
conopen
against the ments of Missouri and Dakota to bei
the dollar. A double standard In as- of buying a farm. There are other competent men and women for this taxation because of the difficulty of with the situation the outlook
a
of
deceased
estate
beginNeverperson,
held at Ft. Riley, Kansas, and tho
templated with the keenost
sessment Is Just as unjust as a double portions of New Mexico where the work. It Is of great importance to locating It by the assessor.
ning six months after the date of the maneuver enmp at Fort D. A. Rus- standard In morality or a double Pennsylvania Dutch are gaining a every New Mexico town and county theless, Chicago's assessed valuation
last Item.
Boll, Wyoming.
They are to Degin in
standard In the administration of jus- foothold, especially In Albuquerque, to have a complete and accurate cen-an- d Is fifteen times that of all of New
Case No. 1250, the Sacramento September and continue a month. Th
Is bound
Mining In New Mexico
even Snnta Fe has its sprinkling sua taking, and a good start toward Mexico,
tice. All the trouble thus far has been,
soon to take nn upward swing
and Valley Irrigation Company, plaintiff militia organizations of Kansas, Mis
that there has been one standard of of them. They are mighty good stuff the right kind of a census will be
What's the use of complaining then results will surprise some of the In error, vs. Oliver M. Lee, defend- souri, Iowa, Nobraska, North and;
assessment for railroads, another for when It comes to making progressive made In seeing that the bureau gets
the
Says
misanthropes.
Mining ant In error, was submitted on brlefB. South Dakota and Minnesota are to
land grants, a third for personal prop- and Industrious citizens and New the right Bort of enumerators, and about cold as lona as It's colder
World:
In Case No. 1311, Territory vs. unite with the regulars at Ft. Riley.
of
them.
them
Mexico
with
arms,
receives
enough
open
a
fifth
for
fourth
for
banks,
erty, a
"
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versity, who, on July 8lh, 1800, vaccinated his seven children with six
GREAT BENEFITS
positive results. About the Bame
time It was Introduced In Philadelphia by John Rcidmon Coxe, who
OF
vaccinated his eldest child and then
exposed him to small pox without re
who
Dr.W.T. Joynes Tells Ros-we- sult. In 1800toThomas Jefferson
was the first
Introduce the practice
Educators Why It
In the South wrote to Jenner, "You
Should Be Compulsory
of
have erased from the calendar
human afflictions one of Its greatest.
reflection
CHILDREN Yours la the comfortable
ESPECIALLY
that mankind can never forget that
will
you have lived. Future nations
alone
that the
know by history
Statistics World Over Prove Folly loathsome
small pox has existed and
'
The
of
by you, has been extirpated."
benlflcent results of the Introduction
Crusades.
are
In
this country
of vaccination
well shown by a comparison of the
M
N.
IloBwell,
(Dr. W. T. JoynoB,
conditions obtaining In the early part
President Roswell Board of Educa of the 18th century and the corresponding period of the 19th In Boston.
tion.)
of
When requested by Prornssor Bra- In 1721 Boston with a population
about 11,000 had 5,989 cases of small
sher to prepare a paper on the suba
in
1730
In
850
deaths.
pox with
ject of vaccination for this associa- iinnnlatlnn of nbout 15.000 there were
tion, mv Href thoucht was that surely about 4,000 caBes with 609 deaths but
no teacher in the public schools of between 1811 and 1830 in a very mucn
New Mexico could oppose so neceslarger population there were but 14
sary a hygienic measure for the cases of the disease. In London durhealth and welfare of the people and ing the third quarter of the 17th cenespecially the children of this Terri- tury the average annual mortality
tory. I am reliably Informed however frnm smnli nnx ner million of popu
that many school ofilclals and teach- lation was 4,000. A hundred years.
ers are in Ufforent and some openly later
1770 and 17S0 it was
.v 1. In the first years
opposed to the compulsory vaccinamnro
this
be
If
children.
tion of school
of vaccination It was more ,than 2,000
true I believe It Is due to a lack of by the middle of the 19th century it
this
Information
regarding
proper
fell to 500 and In the last decade of
Ruhtppt. In fnct nnnosttlon to the
century to less than 75. In the
vaccination Is evidence of a lack of whole of England during the period
a correct understanding of the fun- of optional vaccination the mortality
damental principals of hygiene. In rutn felt from nbout 2.000 to 417 and
my opinion every teacher in the pub- after the practice was made compul
should
lic schools of New Mexico
sory In 1850, It fell to 63. In sweaen
have a thorough knowledge of the where very accurate records have
Mexico
New
of
hygiene.
principals
been kept since' 1774, the average
has an excellent law on the subject mortality per million of population
of vaccination, making It the duty of between 1774 and 1801 was 3,015.
ho xnmitv minerlntendent to si-- ' that
During the years of optional vaccinano child is permitted to after ! the tion 1802 to 1816 it fell to 180. Ill
01
cerunc
te
a
public schools without
1817 when compulsory vaccination
vaccination. In cities this duty de- was adopted, the rate began to fall
Our
education.
of
board
on
the
volves
still lower and up to 1893 the average
law also provides that it shall be the mortality was 155. During the last
Board of nine
duty of the Territorial
years of this period, under more
Health to make and enforce all neces- stringent regulations, it was never
sary rules and regulations for the more than five and it was as low as
vaccination of the population as well
In Prussia during the period of
as the children within school age and optional vaccination, the mortality
a
penalty rate fell from more than two thouenforce the same, imposing
for refusal or neglect to carry out sand to about 300. During the
war there were among
ssian
any orders of the board.
While our law is an excellent one the million well vaccinated German
it is not all that could be desired, but troops but 459 deaths from small pox
if enforced as it should be It is In ad- iviiiio in the smaller. Imperfectly vac
vance of many of the states and dem- cinated French army there were no
onstrates that New Mexico is a pro- less than 23.400.
when
1874
between
gressive country.
Moreover,
The purpose of this paper is to vaccination was made obligatory and
arouse among the school officials and 1896, there was but one death from
teachers of New Mexico an interest small pox In the whole German army,
in the subject of compulsory vacci- in isqo tho tntnt in 285 German cities
nation of school children so that our and towns with a population of near
excellent law may be enforced to the ly 16 million amounted 10 omy umi.
letter.. I shall attempt as briefly as In the same year in France where
there
possible to give a history of the dis- vaccination is not universal,
a
covery of vaccination more than a were 600 in 116 communities with
huncentury ago. To point out some of population of eight million, five
the beneficent results of that Import- dred thousand. In Austria, Hungary,
ant discovery and notice some of the Belgium where the practice is not
were In
principal objections to It from the required, the death rates
time of Jenner to the present day. 1886 48 times that which obtained In
Since the time of Jenner, we unde- Germany. In Spain where the prac
a prophy- tice is optional the death rate in t
rstandby vaccination
in 1889 was twelve thou
against variola or
lactic measure
million population
smallpox, having for its object the sand and fifty per
dismillion in ijeruiauy.
four
to
this
per
against
of
immunity
production
was
ease and consisting of lnnoculation In Denmark where vaccination
1876 not a single
with the contents of the vesicle of made obligatory in
Vaccinia or case was known up to 1826. In Porto
vaccinia or cow-poancow-powas originally a peculiar lo- Klco before the Spanish war the
was
calized eruption resembling that of nual mortality from small pox
" small-pox- ,
which sometimes appear- about 600 but since the wholesale
It vaccination by the United States aued on the udders of milch cows.
has been known for a long time that thorities, the disease has virtually
is contagious disappeared. In all countries where
the original cow-po- x
nas
and that it is capable of lnnoculation vaccination at different times
a
in the been optional, and then required,
by means of virus obtained
m mo
With the exception of rare remarkable drop nas occurreu
pocks.
ond mortality rates of the
and doubtful Instances this innocu
in which
always remains local disease and those countries
lated cow-po- x
is not compulsory
neither occurring at points removed nj
of the dis
from sight of lnnoculation nor be- after periodical visitation
ease and lose thousands oi uvea. iu
coming generalized. Vaccinia is the
death rate from
same disease in the human and bo- icon in inotnnce. the
was nearly as
Every correctly per- small pox In Spain
vine species.
formed and successful vaccination great as obtained the ceniury oeioie
of Europe
whether the virus be bovine or hu- ir, tho iirlnrlnnl countries
man while in the same year in Germany It
man, always manifests itself in
u can- and cattle by the production of an was practically
vneetnation con- inimori that
cow-poand
UO WBI"
or
UUl
vaccinia
to
immunity
small
variola or small pox. ThlB immunity fers absolute Immunity against who
those
is probably a permanent one for cat- pox but it Is true that
i,
of have been vaccinated and then
tle, in man It lasts for a number
tha riunnsp have it in a much
years at least. It is this fact that
to
a milder form and are more likely
makes vaccination so important
those who have not Been
precautionary measure in the preven- recover than
eleven
tion of one of the most devastating vaccinated. Investigation of
cases of
diseases it also makes It so great a thousand and thirty-sishow that for
factor for the general welfare of the small pox In England
rate of mor-tninhuman race. Prior to the discovery unvacclnated3R cases the
ner cent and for vac
wan
of vaccination by Jenner toward the
5 per cent and that for
close of the 18th century small pox cinated cases
ten me
was one of the principal rcourges of all cases of children under
36 per cent
the world. It killed on an average rates were respectively
The protection con
2 per cent.
nearly half a million of people every and
once ferred by vaccination is greatest our-iabout
and
alone
in
Europe
year
iiio voav succeeding the operation
in three years was more than ordiMore than half the and appears to diminish gradually the
narily severe.
dui ine
cases of blindness throughout Europe succeeding five or six years,
not diminish
was attributed to this disease ana modifying power does
fiiRt Th
nrotectlve Influence
i,nt third nf the Donulatlon show
by repeating
ed in their faces evidence of having can be
epidemics
had it. It was well known that those the operation and during countries
to
visit
recovered
enioyed protection or when about
and
not
Is
practiced
vacillation
disease
where
from the recurrence of the
Is endemic
and It had long been the practice 10 small pox
the Is always advisable. It tne operation
produce Immunity by causing
results the Indidisease intentionally by lnnoculation Is negatlvo In its as
on
immune
when It prevailed in modified form vidual is regarded
For more partially protected but in cases of
favorable to recovery.
is best to repeat
than a thousand years the Chinese first vaccination it success Is oband other eastern peoples had pro- the operation until
In most civilized countries
duced the disease by blowing dried tained.
until an
small pox matter in powdered form vaccination Is not postponed
The discovery that outbreak of small pox occurs but Is
into the nostrils.
Successful
the lnnoculation from the small pox ullended to In infancy.
vaccination within three days
postulo was more certain and quick primary
will pre-voin Its results led to the widespread after exposure to small pox
was
the development of the disease
practice of lnnoculation. This
hair and as lato as the 5th or 6th day will
begun in England in 1721 and for
urnvent or modify an attack.
a century was employed very extern niihof This fact has been utilized in many
slvely and even after the discovery
haB broken out
vaccination was practiced to a certain cases where small pox
with a
extent until 1840 when it was pro- among unprotected people
and has
hibited by law. The practice of vac- prospect of unlimited spread
cination is due to the work of Jen- been the means of ending epidemics
ner who on May 14th, 1798, perform- with some suddenness. As showing
the fol
ed his first successful operation. The the influence of
from a study of the
practice was adopted in America, lowing figures
epidemic, are presented.
Prance, Germany, in fact the entire Sheffield
civilized world and everywhere prov-e- d Rates of attack per thousand persons
once
94. Persons
to be of the greatest benefit, The not vaccinated
19.
Persons twice vaccl- this
into
vaccinated
introduced
was
practice
,
natcd a. iioain rmt per uww
county by Dr. BonJ. Walerhouse,
of medicine in Harvard Uni persons not vaccinate! 61. Persons
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twice nntinn hut a I the nrnsent time the
danger Is practically nil, Blnce arm to
mm vaccination has fallen Into dis
Individuals.
Misguided
but while arm to arm practice
testi use;
Tn suite of the remarkable
was continued there were occasional
vacciof
value
the
mony concerning
Instances of grave injury. Even In
nation In maklmr a nirltv of what was the
days of arm to arm vaccination
once ono of the principal scourges, thauA iiniilaAHnnt. ncelirrenr.es were
in this and other countries wnere an Insignificant minority as compared
have
laws compelling vaccination
with the very large loiai nuinoer or
been enacted; many misguided Indi- vaccinations.
to
themselves
viduals have banded
Parental 8upentltlons.
leaguos
gether Into
PnrpnU are nrone to ascribe tu
and attempted to create a popular vaccination every disturbance which
antagonism to the practice and to a child may suffer, particularly
If
effect the repeal of existing laws. In thore be
eruption.
any cutaneouB
England they nave Deen pairuauy snniptlmco. a. rash mav occur to
successful In compelling the passage
spread from the vaccinated arm to
of laws which exempt parents who other
points of the body. Sometimes
hnvo conscientious scruples againsi
erysipelas and other Infections occur
vaccinated.
children
their
having
at the point of vaccination but these
Thif law was enacted August, 1898, are no more likely to occur as a reand the results have recently been mit of vaccination than of any other
extensive epidemics of
shown In
Interference with the integrity of the
small pox In London and elsewhere. skin. Persons of dirty habits and liv
govthe
In progressive Japan where
In unclean surroundings are more
ernment has decided to compel vacci- ing
iikoiv th Buffer from ulceration of the
nation hefore the aee of ten months vesicle and from other local disturb
at the age of 6 ances not due to the Influence of the
and
and again at 12, the
vims Itself. Surely no one who un
Is unknown.
derstands the principles of sanita
The argument raised by the an- tion would wish to do away wun vactagonists of vaccination are manifold cination the most powerful and effec
and have some of them at least tive nrotectlon against the most
changed with time, many arguments dreadful of all diseases on account of
effect such rare occurrences as long as
wliloh introduced considerable
In the early days of vaccination seem nothing worse Is proved against It.
iniinv niillntiateil nut of date, and Moreover medical knowledge and per-fnhave been laid aside, others however,
technic can avoid these possible
have proved themselves more viable dangers. Other objections brought
r. ml pvprclse even
today, a fascinat
by the opponents of vaccination are
ing Influence on many people; others that an intellectual and nhvsical de
cams Into existence at later limes aim generation of the race has developed
have as a consequenco, more effect. as an effect of tne general practice
These arguments of the
nt vnri.lnntlnn. Tnat scrofula, rickets.
consist of a conglomeration of conFumptlon, typhoid fever and other
the most different elements. To de- disease which are especially inclined
is to undermine the constitution
tail nil tho Individual arguments
are
unnecessary and would be impossible more freauent than formerly. First
r
In this paper, however, l win
as to Intellectual power of the race
briefly a few of the more espe In the nresent century as compared
ones.
with former times, we may assert that
cially striking
Some "Objections."
the human society of Europe and
Vnclnntlnn exoerlenced opposition Ampricnn nf today, even though we
of certain excrescenes
first from a religious side. Inasmuch may complain
souls regarded the Is further removed from stupidity
as some over-piou- s
means thm pvpr hefore. Similar favorable
nmninvmont nf n nrotectlve
a results are seen when we consider
against a disease sent by God, as
and the death
sin. The same argument naa Deen the physical condition
and the past.
used some years earlier in regard to rate of the present
Increase Disease?
Franklin's discovery against the danWith regard to the presumed
ger of lightning, and had not lost its
of the Beverlty and mortality
weight. With a changed idea of Providence, we no longer see In vacci- of rickets, scrofula, typhoid fever and
Is
God
it
and
other infectious diseases ine resuiui
nation, a crime against
to be noted that this religious objec- nf r.vionulvo study bv Dr. Volght,
IsoIn
forward
was
director of vaccination at Hamburg
only
tion
brought
lated Instances by clergymen of the are that the reverse of this assertion
to
country; the protestant clergy more Is true for vaccination appears
commonly supported vaccination than c.ort a rpBlrnhilnir Influence upon
ot
opposed it. Much more lasting than the development of practically all
the religious Bcruple was a politico tho infectious diseases. Summing up
conall that has been said, it is evident
legal argument which has been
vaccination. that nnthlnir nosltive can be asserted
tinually used against
oaly in relation to the injurious influence
This was
applied directly
our
against compulsory vaccination but of vaccination on the health of
was usually made to hit vaccination Auv pither general or In particular,
Itself, and even at the present day or,,l ihe doctrine In regard to the pois
ihu nrmiment Is nerslstently brought oning of the people by vaccination Is
to the front whenever the question of deprived of every actual ana hypoThis doctrine morevaccination comes up in legisiauve thetic Bupport.
There Is then a violent
bodies.
over may be properly described as a
over the nrlnclnle of com- - crime against the most beneficial
nf nreventlve medicine ever
nnlslnn since It is contrary to the
lihortv and tree will of the citizen made. As the arguments regarding
ilnnaprs of vaccination
The "antls" arffue that vaccination tho
are things that fell to the ground, other means were
and
concern the individual and should re found to discredit its protective powThat the state has no er. .Among these may be mentioned
main so.
power to command them and using first the assertion that the decrease
compulsion in this matter is an ille- In the small pox mortality In the first
gal oppression of the Individual. This decae'e of the 19th century was not
tender regard for the rights or tne Mid rpsnlt nf vaccination but Of 8
iniiiriiuni is met with In those who natural abatement of the disease. How
are known otherwise as opposers of false this conclusion Is has been
Tn this class of arguments be
vaccination and who wish to see ii
disposed of as a sanltairy measure. longs the assertion that the occur
this
argument
fact
As a matter of
rence of numerous widespread epiconcerning the rights of the individu- demics of small pox in the 19th cenal Is used to influence and attract tury, especially that of 1870, 1873,
thnan tn whom the oueBtlon of vac proves clearly that the protection afcination would have remained indif forded by vaccination does not exferent. On every occasion this an- tend far. To this we reply that it is
cient argument has Influenced a host exactly these epidemics that taught
t difference In susceptibility
of susceptible minds who look on tlin
themselves as the exclusive guaraians and death rate between the vaccinat
and the non- of liberty.
ed and the
vaccinated.
Political Radicalism.
Vaccination a Blessing.
Political radicalism has more than
s.immlnir nn the whole Question of
tnkpn mi the ouestlon as a
so
agitation, the move
plank in the political platform
that a whole party would work ment seems to us to contain in itto a
acalnst vaccination and agree that self something
perplexing
and reflecting, common
compulsory vaccination should be thinking
sense. Nevertheless there Is no doubt
dropped.
nprnnllne thn nretended Illegality an tn the final conauest of the right
Is
of compulsory vaccination It must be inasmuch as the power of good
nderstood that personal liberty and greater than that of wrong, finally
or
rPHiimn of the whole auestlon
free will, have legal limits and must
under nn circumstances come In col vaccination may be put In the follow .
lision with the common welfare for ing words from Nothnagei's encycio-nf mnrilplnp tthere Is no great
otherwise personal right might
into actual wrong this would er authority on this suDjecu. up iu
be the case with omission of a meas Jenner's time and the introduction oi
was
ure which like vaccination not only vaccination by him, small pox
most deadly of
gives directly to the vaccinated pro the most common and
tection against small pox but muireci- - all epidemic diseases, no remeny was
nirninst It- No protective
iy in thn whole nonulation of th
found to banish the
country a safeguard that cannot be means had been
vacvalued too highly against the epidem dread associated with Its name,
ic spread of the disease. Since every cination waB the Are means that pro
fulfills
new case of small pox creates a focus duced a change. Vaccination
for other cases, every one who re the claims of a perfect propnyiacuc
fuses protection of his own person Is agHlnst small pox. It is easily perIs dangerous
guilty of negligence that may do the formed and its practice
an ai-- t
greatest Injury to others. If, for this to no one. When it tnkes It is
ap- ci.a tomnorarv nrotectlonto
reaBon compulsory vaccination
nears a very reasonable and justifi against small pox. Actual injuries
able measure, there Is still a second health In general are not to oe apreason which Is if possible, more con- prehended and the doctrine of the
It Is the humane duty of the degenerating influence on the race
vincing.
imiv fnlRp. The transference ofstate to take care of minors and provnccitect them from the caprice of tbell other contnglons by the act of
Hon has happened, and may napelders. That is to say, the state
vat thpRp accidents can be al
should not allow children to suffer fof
use
the sins of omission of adults. It most absolutely avoided by the
vaccina material of a known source
should strictly demand the vaccinaby Its lnnoculation under aseptic
tion, at least of children since small
Substantial
objections
precautions.
pox Is especially for children so danbe raised against it
gerous a disease. Shall wo wink at can not therefore
in
diminution
The
the possibility of the return of a on this account.
nnd mortality of small
scourge that swept away children and tin ooverltv
result
left a track of Intense misery only pox in thn mtli century, is the OlSC.
mtlnn ntirl nf nothing
becauso parents under the name of
later attacked
liberty chose to deprive children en- The vaccinated may be
trusted to their care of vaccination? if a renewal of the vncclnation after
Yet
Where the practice of vaccination is tho proper Interval Is neglected.
not an absolute custom among the the beneficial Influence of one vacciin that the relative
people, and unfortunately it is not up nation Is evident
to the present, legal
compulsion morbidity and the relative mortality
seems the only means of preventing for the vaccinated in a mixed populaa disease that especially threatens tion ilmlng an epidemic ot small pox
children. One of the favorlto charges Is decidedly less than for the
Revncolnatlon and its
Is that vaccinaof
renew the comtion not only had nothing to do with periodic repetition
the decline in the amount of small plete temporary immunity.
Is therefore to be regnrded as
pox but on the contrary glvos rise to
vacother diseases, It Is Indeed true that an lndispenslhle supplement to
certain diseases of Infectious nature cination without which the whole
have been conveyed from ono to an- practice of vaccination remains only other through the practice of vacct- - halt a measure. Compulsory vaccinaonce vaccinated
vaccinated, none.
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Tourists in Santa Fe Knew District Attorneys Put Heads Equalization' and Medical
Subjects Discussed at
Him in WashingTogether to Improve
Its Session
Conditions
ton
CARDINAL

GIBBONS'S TRIBUTE1 RESOLUTIONS

ARE

ADOPTED ZANZABAR

Declares Dead Prelate Was Pro Attorney General Clancy
.ided-- J. E. Griffith,
foundly Versed in the PhilosoSecretary.
St.
Thomas.
of
phy
The death of Cardinal Satolll, tho
first papal delegate sent to this
country and who was popular throughout America and was known by almost every American who spent any
length of time In the Eternal City, Is
mourned throughout thd world. And
In Santa Fe are Catholics who knew
and loved "Monslgnor Satolll" as he
was called while he lived in Washington.
Timothry Cavanaugh, who with his
sister, Miss Kate Cavanaugh and hi?
two daughters, the Misses Cavanaugh,
are wintering here and have apart
ments at St. Vincent's Sanitarium,
lived for many months near Cardinal
"It is with
Satolll in Washington.
great regret that I learn that this
great Catholic prelate and scholar Is
last
dead," said Mr. Cavanaugh
night. "Cardinal Satolll, although a
prince of the church, was a plain,
When he was Apostolic
simple man
Delegate I had the pleasure of seeing him often and my son often serv
ed his mass. Monslgnor Satolll was
fond of walking and he was seldom
seen riding around Washington when
the, weather was good enough to go
on foot. He was a great scholar as
every one knows and his head was
bent forward and even when walking
over considerably. He
he stooped
was alwuys cheerful and although he
looked rather austere his was a happy smile and won blm friends from
the start."
Cardinal Gibbon's Tribute.
Upon learning of Cardinal Satolll's
death, Cardinal Gibbons who had the
honor of giving Monslgnor Satolll the
hat sent him by Pope Leo XIII, said,
according to dispatches received from
Baltimore;
"I read with deep regret ot the
death of Cardinal Satolll, whom 1
knew well and esteemed highly. His
associations with Baltimore were o'f
and dated
a noteworthy character
from the time when he came over
during the celebration of the jubilee
of the late Pope Leo XIII, and wit
nessed from the windows of this build
Ing the magnificent outpouring of the
people here and was much Impressed.
Cardinal Satolll was first here as temporary apostolic delegate and afterwards occupied that position perma
nently.
"During this period I was closely as
sociated with him and had opportunities for forming an admiring judgment of his character.
"Ho was particularly noted for his
study of the philosophy of St. Thom
as In which he was profoundly versed
perhaps more so than any other adherent of that Illustrious school.
"What impressed me most in regard
to the cardinal, however, was his ex- tarordlnary eloquence. Ho preached
with equal facility, in Latin and Itali
an and had an overwhelming flow of
languago, the words pouring from his
Hps tn a torrent of impassioned expression. There was a marvelous
fluency and vividness in his oratory
and his listeners sat enthralled.
'I mourn the death of bo able and
good a man and among the most Interesting of so many melancholy
memories of hl8 was that I was with
him at his elevation to the cardinal-atand delivered the sermon on that
occasion."
GOVERNMENT
CONVICT

EXPECTS TO
BLACK

HAND GANG.

Trial of Fourteen Sicilians Commences at Toledo, Ohio, Before
Federal Court.
case
Toledo, Ohio, Jan. 10. The
against fourteen Sicilians, members
of a "Society of the Banana," an al
leged black hand band in Ohio, was
called for trial In the federal court
here today. With a small army of wit
nesses, menacing letters and a mass
of documentary evidence Becured In
the homes of the defendants raised
last July, the government expects to
prove that the alleged headquarters
of the band at Marlon, Ohio, were the
center of widespread black hand operations.
Hon of children is not only a deside-

ratum but an ethical duty since children as yet without the power of
deciding for themselves should not
be given over arbitrarily to their elders and thereby, eventually become
the prey of small pox. Every endeavor should be used to bring about
the 'introduction of compulsory
for the whole- - population
as compulsory vaccination has met
with such success In reducing the
general death rate of small pox
among children to a minimum. Experience up to the present with com-- ,
as seen In cer
pulsory
tain armies and throughout the
us
whole German empire, teaches
the uMllty of this procedure so that
noan active opposition to It ought
where to be raised and when the
present time thinks otherwise, as It
certainly does In some places, It demonstrates that it does not possess a
mature understanding of one of the
most Important questions In hygiene.
Whether In place of vaccination a
still better protective means will be
found In the future against small pox
or whether the opposition will gradually lose Its strength so that it will
be unable to continue the struggle
the
agitation In Its
present form, will Inevitably die in
time. In order to hnsten this desirable end, tho friends of vaccination
must continue to use all their powers ot persuasion and reason.

Pre- -

Th i district attorneys of the Terri
tory met In formal convention this
forenoon in tha office of Governor
Curry at the Capitol to consider tax
and assesarr ?nt matters and the enforcement of tho laws appertaining
theroto. The following district attorneys are in Santa Fe to attend the
meeting: Alexander Head of Tlerra
Auiurllla; Charles W. O. Ward of
Las Vegas; Elmer E. Studley of Ra
ton; Edward II. Wright of Tucum- carl; Edmund C. Abbott of Santa Fe;
George S. Klock of Albuquerque;
John E. Griffith of Socorro; W, H. H.
Llewellyn of Las Cruces; James M.
Hervey of Roswell; Flank J. Wright
of Silver City, and OscarT. Toombs
of Clayton.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
was In attendance. Governor Curry,
who had met with the attorneys In
formally yesterday afternoon, was not
present at this foranoons session.
Reports of Traveling Auditor Charles
V. Safford were before the meeting.
Attorney General Clancy was chosen to preside and John E. Griffith
was chosen secretary. The following
committee on resolutions was ap
pointed: Frank W. Clancy, J. M. Hervey, George S. Klock and W. E. Grlfilth.
After a discussion of assessment
matters, the consensus of opinion
seemed to be that the board of equalization must take the lead in the matter of increasing and equalizing assessments, especially as to the larger
Interests for which It fixes the valu
ation. As to the collection ot taxes,
fnrnt nf
l.
1.,,1 t
n.lnt
anH pvpcutinn fnr nprsonal
taxes and to enforce the collection
of personal taxes vigorously. At this
resosession several
afternoon
lutions drafted by the committee were
adopted after disclussion, after which
the conference adjourned.
Owing to the Indisposition of Governor Curry who Is suffering with a
cold, the district attorneys met at
the executive mansion today instead
of going to the capltol.
ANNUAL

MEETING

OF

NEW MEXICO PIONEERS.
The annual meeting of the society
pf New Mexico Pioneers was held at
the office of the secretary, Hon. L.
Bradford Prince, Monday evening at 8
o'clock.
This society Is formed of
persons, or the descendants of persons, who came to New Mexico before the railroad. Its object is to preserve the history and traditions of
New Mexico, the genealogy of pioneer famlles, to protect the land
marks of the Territory, to erect
monuments in historic places.
At last evening's meeting the old
as follows:
officers were
Governor, Hon. Amado Chaves;
captain-generaJ. Amado
Lucero;
alcalde mayor, Hilario L. Ortiz; secretary, L. Bradford Prince; treasurer,
Jose D. Sena; councilor, Felix Mar
tlnez; vice president, Santa Fe county, A. Staab.
were
The following resolutions
adopted:
Resolved, That we again express
our sorrow at the gradual destruction
of the Garita In Santa Fe, which Is
one of the most interesting relics of
the Spanish domain in the United
States, and we urge those interested
in the property on which it stands
to use prompt and effective measures
for its preservation.
Resolved, That we heartily endorse
the project to erect In the town of
Fernando de Taos ft suitable monument to commemorate the life of Pa
dre Antonio Jose Martinez.
The death of Col. Max. Frost having been announced, some appropriate remarks were made and the following resolution unanimously adopted:
"Resolved, That In the death of Col.
Frost, the Boclety of New Mexico
Pioneers, as well as tne whole Territory, has met a severe and serious
loss.
Always Interested In the history as well as the progress and development ot New Mexico he was
ever ready to aid every organization
and every project which looked to
He was
Its benefit and advantage.
one of the early members of this society, always Interested In its work
and ready to contribute to Its success.
In his long struggle against
discouraging conditions he had our
deepest sympathy and by his death
that is now transferred to his surviving family.

CUIUS

FORMED

Albuquerque Philanthropists Incorporate to Found Academies
College and Libraries.
Two Important board meetings
were held today at the capltol. One
was of the members of the territorial
board of equalization. This board
was presided over by James Hlnkle
of Roswell. The other members pres.
ent were William Lutz of Lincoln, Dr.
Cunningham of LaB Vegas, and Mr.
Jones of Silver City. T. D. Burna of
Tlerra Amarilla was not present at
the morning session. Alexander Sandoval of Bernalillo, was also absent,
but is expected to arrive here some
time today. Routine work was transacted this morning. A report of this
afternoon proceedings will be given
tomorrow.
Medics

Meet.

In another room ot the capltol was
held a meeting of the territorial board
of health and medical examiners. Tho
meeting was presided over by Dr. J. F.
Pearce of Albuquerque, president.
Among the others present were Dr.
W. E. Kaser,
Las Vegas; Dr. W. D. Radcliffe, treasurer,
Belen; and Dr. J. A. Massle, secretary, from this city.
Seventeen or more physicians were
present and the board will be In session two days. There were seventeen
applications for licenses to practica
medicine.
Zanzabar Club.
And now it is a "Zanzabar" Club for
Articles of incorporaAlbuquerque!
tion were filed with the secretary of
the territory today by the club, whicli
proposes to prove of civic value by
founding academies, colleges and libraries. The articles of Incorporation
are as follows:
We the undersigned, James M. Bur.
ton, Walter L. Walklns, Vance Green,
Edgar A. Williams and Albert E. Henderson, all citizens of the United
States and of the territory of New
Mexico hereby associate ourselves together under and by virtue of the provisions of Sections 4C2, 403. 4C4, 463,
4C6 and 4G9 of the Compiled Laws ot
New Mexico for 1307, and ot amendments thereto and hereby declare the
name of the organization is "The Zanzibar Club." Its object is to establish
colleges, academies, libraries and for
the furtherance of benevolence and
charitable work. The location of tho
principal place of business of the said
organization is on West Central ave
nue, and the name of the agent of said
corporation is James M. Burton. The
club Is to exist fifty years.
Dearth of Teachers.
Superintendent of Public Insrtuction
Clark announced "today that there is
a dearth of teachers holding first and
second class certificates for village
schools. The positions pay on an
overage of $00 a month and are good
for the remainder of the school term
of three to six months. Among the
causes given for scarcity of teachers
or for the vacancies In the teaching
force are sickness of present incumbents: the fact that women teachers
are getting married and because there
are long standing vacancies which,
-have been difficult to fill.
Other Items.
Game Warden Gable has received
the license books for the expired year
and has Issued to his deputies about
10,000 licenses for use during 1910.
Captain Fornoff was summoned today by telegram to Corona, where
there has been some friction over a
shooting affair.
The Increase of the revenues of the
land commissioner's office over last
year's figures is estimated at $27,000,
which shows there is a prosperity
wave in the territory.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Governor Curry has appointed the
Emll
Blbo,
following notaries:
Cubero, Valencia county; Harriett M.
H.
A.
Babcock, Kelly, Socorro county;
Wolford, Hlllsboro, Sierro county.
MAY SUCCEED
PINCHOT.
GIFFORD
Jar.,
ii. In casting

SETH BULLOCK

Washington,
about for a successor to Gilford
Pinchot to head the forestry service
it was reported today that the President might offer the place to Seth
Bullock of South Dakota. Bullock is
a close friend of former President
Roosevelt and was once chief ranger
In the Black Hills.
ENTER

SPANISH-AMERICA-

NORMAL SCHOOL.
El Rlto, N. M., Jan. 10. During the
TOUR THE WORLD.
last week five new scholars have enNormal
Grand Rapids, Mich., Jan. 6. Bat tered the Spanish-Americatling Nelson and Stanley Ketchel are School all young men, three from
planning a trip around the world to- Taos county and two from Rio Arriba
gether. In a general way the agree county. A good beginning for 1910.
ment Is to go to Europe first and theu Fifteen additional desks have been or
dered.
PRIZE

FIGHTERS WILL

A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
Cheerfulness and a bright disposition during the monthB before baby comes,
are among the greatest blessinga a mother can bestow upon the little life about
Her happiness and physical comfort will largely govern the proper
to begin.
development of the health and nature of the child. Mother's Friend contributes
much to the mother's happiness and health by tho relief and mental comfort It
affords. It Is a liniment composed of penetrating oils and medicines which
lubricate the muscles and tendons of the body, sootho the swollen mammary
glands, cause a gradual expansion of the skin and tissues, and aid in the relief
of nausea. The regular use of Mother'B Friend greatly lessens the pain and
the
danger when baby comes, and assures a quick and natural recovery for conMother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for our free book,
mother.
taining valuable information for expectant Mothers.

THE BRAOFIELO CO., ATLANTA, GA.
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VAOE SIX

13,

Personal Mention.

1910.

a visit to Washington, D. C, and New
York and is a guest of Territorial Au
ditor and Mrs. W. G. Sargent.

ASSESSMENTS

E. C. Murray and John S. Wendt,
Pittsburg railway officials and capitalists arrived here Inst night and are

T,

at the Palace hotel.
Secretary H. B. Henlng of the
Bureau of Immigration and a member
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Attorney John Griffith of Socorro, litical chiefs who gathered in the census supervisors and officials of the uients fur purposes of luxation
colector of any county to advertise
Is among the attorneys In town dur- capital the past few days.
census office at Washington. He will ot the counties in the Territory-au- t
Coal Oil Inspector Malaqulas Mar return on Thursday,
iu the greater part of them at not over the deliquent tax list as required by
ing the supreme court session.
sections IB and 16 of chapter 22 of
of tue actual cash value;
W. S. Hopewell, vice president of ouu-thn- d
Hon. Malaqulas Martinez, the coal tines and Squire Hartt went to Las
the laws of 1899, at least once in each
And whereas such
oil Inspector of the Territory, arrived Vegas today and upon their return the New Mexican Central railway, Is
off to the county as
in the city.
Mr. Hopewell declined of property tor the purposes of tuxa- year, and to strike
here last night from Taos and Is reg- will leave for Taos on Monday.
I. Keeping of Albuquerque, mana- to make
purchaser all property for which thero
istered at the Coronado hotel.
a statement this morning, as uou necessarily eiituits a correspondto is no purchaser, in good faith, and to
District Attorney J. M. Hervey of ger for the Continental Oil Company, to the rumors about the New Mexico .ugly higher tax rate, which tends
is in Santa Fe on business with Coal Central
such sale to
changing ownership or ex- disureuit the Territory generally with deliver a certificate of
Roswell, former attorney general, Is Oil
ml persons living beyond its limits, the county treasurer, as required by
Inspector Malaqulas Martinez.
tending its lines.
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City.
as they ever wish to see. The mer to our wealth and taxation.
moval of Buch treasurer from office.
to receive a number of callers.
The many friends of Mrs. M. H. cury fell to 9 and 10 below zero, they
-And whereas, a systematic assess- Hon. Solomon Luna, National Com
Patterson will be pleased to learn said, and the wind was like
air. mcut of ail such property at Us full
DOUBT DISAPPEARS
mitteeman of the Republican party
liquid
that she Is recovering from her reBad
In Sew Mexico, ,s in Santa Fe for
Reception at Executive Mansion,
cibp value iu accordance with the No One In Santa Fe Who Ha
cent illness and is again able to sit
The social activity of the Curry ad- btutitte would in no nay increase the
Back Can Ignore This Double
seveirul days, on business matters.
up.
ministration closed with a blaze of Inn jt n upuu tho tux payer, as a highProof.
Sheriff Jesus Romero of AlbuquerMiss Mollle Keas has returned to glory on
Thursday evening when Gov er valuation would be lollowed by a Does your back ever acho?
que, oue of the most etlicient peace
Santa Fe after a visit In Salt Lake ernor
officers in the Territory, Is here to
Curry gave a public
Have you suspected your kidneys?
proportionately lower tax rale there-lorand Los Angeles and will spend at the executive mansion in reception
honor of
attend the reception at the executive City
Backache Is kidney ache,
the winter with Mrs. C. A. Haynes his successor
Chief Justice William
mansion.
With it comes dizzy spells,
hesolved, That the only complete
on Johnson street.
J. Mills and Judge William' H. Pope and satislactory remedy for the presAdvices from Alamogordo receiv
Sleepless nights, tired, dull days,
Sheriff Jesus Romero and Attorney who will succeed
Mills
chief
as
Judge
condition of general undervaluaed today have It that Judge A. W. Modesto C.
Distressing urinary disorders.
Ortiz returned this after justice on March 1. It was the cli- ent
tion of property throughout the Tep
Cooley suffered another hemorrhage noon to their home at
Cure the kidneys to cure it all.
Albuquerque max of a brilliant season at the manfur the. purposes of luxation. Is
of the lungs, the second within a few after
Doan's Kidney Pills bring quick re- attending last evening's recep sion, and in arrangement and appoint- ritory
to
be
found
the
enforcement
lu
strict
weeks.
uef.
tion at the executive mansion.
ments was perfect
of the statute which requires the as
Adjutant General R. A. Ford has
Bring thorough, lasting cures.
Judge 0. T. Toombs of Clayton, disThe entire building was thrown op- siiiMueut ol property at its full cash
returned to Santa Fe from the Fort trict
You have read Santa Fe proof.
attended the reception en to the public and was brilliantly, vi'lut
attorney,
Bayard hospital. He Is much improv- at the executive mansion last
Read now the Santa Fe sequel.
In
The
evening.
decorations were
lighted.
red; Resolved furiher. That as the stab
ed in health and s again able to reRenewed testimony; tested by time.
he Is In attendance at the meet- and green consisting of calla lilies, ute of the
Today
sume his duties as adjutant general.
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of
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attorneys.
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or
and
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territorial board of equalization and Rnnt pe. v. m.. savs: "The Dubllc
Attorney A. A. Jones and J. D.
A. D.
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it
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of taxation upon all property be- big Las Vegas irrigation hearing left of Tucunicarl, Is in Santa Fe to conKIdney puis in 1902 still holds good
dered. From eight to ten o'clock, the longing to
for their home this forenoon, the for- sult
tele- - and , now
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stream of people coming and going ii.g
It ia the duty of that board to fix
Squire Hartt of Ranches de Taos,
of DackacUe wlllch were B0 severe at
Mrs. W. H. Pope Is expected to ar- and the mansion was crowded at all
such valuation of such property at its Umes tnat j wag unaDle to ,wort ,
who has Just opened a large store In rive from
Georgia tomorrow to join times. Delicious refreshments were full cash
' Fernando de Taos, Is here to attend Judge
value, aud until and un- - M i yari 0U8 remedies said to be cures
Pope and both will remain here served in the dining room and punch
the reception at the executive man- for some time.
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nr"L,
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There
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Arroyo Hondo, is a visi- Ford, Colonel Jose D. Sena, Colonel of all county assessors, and the said cure which has been lasting. My
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with Doan's Kidney Pills has
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Misses Julia Jaffa, May Spitz, Richie on
Opened-Upthe supreme court. He will stop at so eloquently. Mr. Studley is only
the part of the county officers, will
and
E1 Pas0' Texas- - Jan' 7David W liBergere were the institute the necessary proceedings in
Clovis and hold district
court be- one of the many New Yorkers who ar- Seligman
tween trains today. S. I. Roberts, rived at the correct conclusion that charming genii who served the Iem- - the district courts for the removal of llam8' who is Q"""" rock for the
onnde and punch. In the dining room
Southwestern railroad near Tecolote,
clerk of the court, went for the short the west or great southwest is the
the offending officers
assisted Mrs. J. II. Sloan, Mrs. Rene- session at Clovis, but will return to- country to get health, wealth and
Resolved further. That the attorney 18 mile9 north 01 Carrlzozo. N. M.,
nan,
Mrs.
Mrs.
is
Shearon,
Baca, Mrs.
shipping 13 cars of rock a week,
and the district attorney re- night or tomorrow." Monday's Ros- happiness,
Wilson, Mrs. Bergere, Mrs. Abbott, general, at
well Record.
Santa Fe, are hereby ap- - and 18 als0 PeninS UP tt larfe mlleB
siding
Hon. D, C. Winters of Las Vegas, a Mrs.
ot iron ore three and a ha"
Cartwrlght, Mrs. Fiske. Mrs.
W. R. Holley, an attorney at Spring- former member of
the legislature, a Pilchard, Mrs. Bean and the Misses pointed and constituted a committee from Elder 8tatlon'
In the Balue
to present these resolutions to the
er, who was admitted to the New well known business man and
Massie.
Mexico supreme court Bar today, will
board of equalization at its meeting neighborhood, the Colorado Fuel and
writes the New Mexican
After the hours of the recentlou. on
leave for home tomorrow being much from
ma"y 13 opening up uie uew
January 10, 1910, with a view to lrou
the Meadow city:
"I wish to the floors were cleared and there was
ll0I mln 11 recently acquired from
securine the net Ion herein nntllned.
pleased with his visit to Santa Fe. compliment the New Mexican Printuntil
the early hours of the
dancing
Professor Fayette A. Jones, of Albu
He reports that Springer incorporAssessors Must Visit Precincts.
on their New
Year's morning, many who had left the reand is shipping several cars
ated last week, and that a census ing Company
Whereas, the county assessor Is re- querque,
It is a work ception for the theater
edition;
typographically
afa week to Its plant in Pueblo, Colo.
taken for that purpose showed a popreturning
of art, and as a write-up- ,
It should do ter the performance to remain an- quired by section 4032 of the complied Four of Mr. William's men were klll- ulation of 571 wiUiin the corporate
Santa Fe a world of good. The credit other hour or two at the hospitable laws of 1897, between the first day of
1... n
In ,l,n ..,.... IoeI nraalr
limits.
March and tho first day of May of each
Ib due to every one connected with mansion.
Pas0
and Bhpped thelr bodie8 t0
W. R. R. Porter, chief of the divisto
names
all
of
the
ascertain
year,
W. W. Clark, father of
for interment Monday.
Superinion of administration of the Indian bu- the edition. It is simply great In
In
taxable
and
Inhabitants
all
tendent of Public Instruction J. E.
property
detail."
reau, Is In Santa Fe after a tour every
Fred Fornoff of the mount- Chirk, has returned from a tour of his county subject to taxation, and
probaWy tne greatest coffee substi-tha- t
through California and Arizona and ed Captain called
to
this
Mexico
he
shall
each pre- - tute
visit
end
which
Included visits to Mexiit the finest newsiwlice,
t roduced Is that now known
In this terrimay visit the pueblo
In his county and exact from
cinct
co,
Cuernavaca,
edition he had ever seen In New
Cordova, Aguas
to Krocer everyWhere as Dr. Shoop's
tory. Mr. Porter says that the In- paper
Chihuahua and other cities, and each person a statement in writing Health Co(tee
Mexico and he has been in New MexactuaUy g0es a
dian service Is spending lots of money
which Mr. Clark says was the most showing his property subject to tax- ,hlrd farlher than a other8( and De.
to stamp out trachoma and tuberculo- ico many years. Inspector E. E. Van delightful of
and
file
with
of
to
lists
each
the
he
ation,
many
has
taken.
Horn
trips
chimed
In; "It can't be beat,
No
..mada ln a mlnute
Blde8 lt
sis among the Indians, but that It is
W. S. Allen of Iowa, and
lately of precinct his affidavit stating when he 20 or 30 m,nule8 tedlou8 boiling Is at
almost as difficult to persuade the In- try to save me some copies. I want Colorado, Is In Santa
Fe on his way visited such precinct, how long he aU necesBary.
to send thero where I know they will
rure
toasted
grains,
dians to observe sanitary measures,
to the San Juan country where he ex- remained there attending to his of- do good."
malt nuti etC j have been s0 clveriy
especially as to expectoration, as It
s
R. McGIll of La Lande, pects to engage in the real estate busi- flcial duties, and that each assesment Dlended a8 to glve a wonderfully
W.
Attorney
is the white men.
made form the original lists and
ness. He brought strong letters of
Is here on legal business.
lsfytng true genuine coffee flavor and
The reception tonight between
H. C. Buerger, a well known citizen recommendations and Is being shown personal knowledge and not taken from
tasle And not a aln o rcal cotfce
eight and ten o'clock by Governor of Denver, is a visitor In Santa Fe.
uie town today.
any previous list, Therefore
is used. 100 cups, 25c. Sold by Fraud
William
Curry to Governor-appointeDistrict Clerk William E. Martin
Resolved, That any failure or neg- Andrews '
JANUARY 8, 1910.
SATURDAY,
J. Mills and to
WilJudge Edward A. Mann was home- writes from Alma, In western Socorro lect on tho part of any assessor fully
liam H. Pope, will be attended by peo- ward bound to
to
of 8UPAI VILLAGE SWEPT AWAY.
comply with the requirements
Albuquurque this after county, that he Is still on a hunting
ple from all parts of the territory and noon.
constitutes
a proper
trip on which he started several weeks said Bection,
PlBcrstaff.
Jan. 7. Report
Ariz..
will be a society event of great brilEliseo Lobato, of San Francisco, ago and that it is "awful" cold in that ground for his removal from office roaehed here
today that the entire Inliance. In the receiving line will be New Mexico, is visiting friendB in this neck of the
that
of
his
and
district
but
the
that he and
attorney
woods,
in Catar- located
of
vlIlagl!
dan
Supal,
Oovernor Curry, Chief Justice Mills, city.
his party are enjoying good health.
county shall institute proceedings act canonj naB been destroyed by a
PoalmasteT I. 0. Wetmore, of MonJudge Pope,
Otero,
"The Register-Tribun- e
was last looking to that end.
wa1 ot water twenty feet high that
Mrs.
Is
Terriand
Prince and
terey,
registered at the Claire ho- week favored with a call from Peter Indictment for False Assessment Re-- gwent down
t,e canon carly on Sun- M. A. Llenau,
torial Secretary and Mrs. Jaffa. Mor- tel.
turn- deputy Insurance commorning. Several Indians are
day
rison's orchestra will furnish the
Edward M. Sparhawk, of Denver, missioner for Now Mexico, and a
Resolved, That, in every case in mlBging,
rt is supposed they were
music.
Colo., Is here on irrigation matters. bright, well posted young man. Mr. which a
person liable to taxation shall carrled down by the flood. About
He is registered at tho Palace hotel. Llenau while In the valley drew the
FRIDAY, JANUARY 7, 1910.
make a false list of his tnree nlmdrcd escaped to high ground,
Hon. W. D. Tipton, one of the Re- attention of the business men to the knowingly
Hon. Charles A. Spless returned to
property, for the purpose of avoiding
tnnt a stockman's dam
Las Vegas thin rorenoon.
publican floor leaders in the last leg- danger of dealing with unauthorized any proper assessment of taxes, it is It ,8 8Upp0sed
and tank8 were wasned out during the
Governor Curry is confined to the islative assembly Is here from Tula-ros- companies, and made a very favorable the
to
duty of the district attorney
heavy ralngi otting tne flood down the
executive mansion with Illness.
Impression upon the people generally,
tho evldenco to the grund Jury canon,
Rev. Samuel lslulr and R, S. Ecles,
District Attorney W. H. H. Lle- It is largely owing to the splendid present
.
a vlow to Indicting tho offender
with
Jr., are In Santa Fe from Albuquer- wellyn of Las Cruces, returned to the work of Mr. Llenau that the Insur- for
perjury under the provisions ot MINISTER FOUND GUILTY
southern part of the Territory this af- ance- department of New Mexico ha
que.
of
0F ABDUCTING YOUNG GIRL.
Mrs. John R. McFle was confined ternoon. The major says the wrok of attained its splendid efficiency and It section 4o:;G ot the compiled laws
to her home yesterday by Indisposi- paving the streets in Las Cruces is Is a matter of regret that his official 1!s'j7Ottawa, Kan., Jan. 8. Rev. W .M.
Must
Probate
Clerks
Comply.
ot Williamsburg,
tion.
stuckey,
going on and as soon as present con- visit here should have been made at
Resolved, That the attention of ev-- wag (ound guntj, today of abducting
Attorney A. C. Voorhees of Raton, tracts are completed additional streets a time when the people were all
clerk and assessor In tho Lorena Sutherland, his sixteen year
Is a visitor In Santa Fe on legal busi- will be paved.
wrapped up In the matter of enter- ery probate
The case will be ap-o- f
ness.
John G. Fox, a traveling salesman tainment of the delegates to the con- territory, be, by the district attorney - old parShioner.
his county, called to the requireChief Justice William J, Mills re- for a large St, Louis millinery estab- vention of the educational associapeai(;d.
menta of the amendment to section
turned home to Las Vegas this fore- lishment, is in the city where he has tion." Roswell Register Trlbuno.
39!iG of the compiled laws of 1897,
por indigestion and all stomach
noon.
many friends.
Have you a weak throat? If so, contained ln section 1 of chapter 22 ot troubles take Foley's Orlno Laxative,
Hon. Solomon Luna, Republican
Thomas DuBols of Corona, Lincoln
or
laws of 18H9, and upon failure
u is the natural remedy for Indiges-neglec- t
county, lg In Santa Fe on a business national committeemen, Intended leav- you cannot be too careful. You can- the
bad
heartburn,
of either of said officers to tlon,
dyspepsia,
visit.
ing for his home at Los Lunas to- not begin treatment too early. Each
cold makes you more liable to another comply with, the provisions of said breath, sick headnche, torpid liver,
District Attorney J. E. Grlfflt.h left morrow afternoon.
Leslie Gilott, special agent of the and the last is always the harder to section, that the propor district attor- biliousness and habitual constipation,
on this afternoon's train for his home
Information Foley's Orlno Laxative sweetens tho
at Socorro.
general land office, who returned a cure. If you will take Chamberlain's new file a criminal
the
Auditor E. R. Paul of the New Mex- few duys ago from Phoonlx, Arizona, Cough Remedy at tho outset you will against tho offender, and also Institute stomach and breath, and tones up
be saved much trouble. Sold by all proceedings looking to his removal entire alimentary system. Sold by all
ico Central railroad spent yesterday is III with tonsllills.
druggists,
from office.
Mrs. K. F. Hall has returned from druggists,
in Albuquerque.
6, 1910.
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Indigestion

Complain That Regulations Are TheoNo Tariff
retical Not Practical
Tinkering Wanted.

trmibtn Is but a symptom of. snd no!
Wa think of DyHitupflli!,
mid liullifi'Htfon ss rt.nl rilnoutu'ii, ynt
curtain Vticuia
thuy an symptoms only oi
slt.ktitiHH
notlilim oliw.
It w thin lurt Hint Hint
1ml Dr. Rhoop
In tlm mention of that now corrartly
very poimlnr Htoiimcn
Dr. Hhoop'g KiHtnnttlvt). Ooins dime!
tliti
to
Htonineh nirvi. alotlu hrouirht that mrmm
and fnvor to Dr. Hhoopaiul hit Htwtoratlvn. With,
out that original and liUfhly vltalprlnolplti.no
liH-lasting aiDoinpliiihim'nui woro vor to bu had,
Kor moinarh illntrou, Wonting-- blllouslli'si, bad
immth and snllow complitxlon, try Dr. Hhoop'i
Tnlili'ta or Liquid aim sue for your,
at'll what It ran and will do. We tall mid cheerfully ruuouuueud

Utah, Jun. 8. In the lan
guage of the resolutions submitted to
the convention of the National Wool
Growers Association here today, noth
ing bo quickly demoralized the sheep
Industry as "tariff tinkering" and the
proposition to amend "schedule K" of
tariff bill Is strenthe Puyue-Aldrlcuously opposed. The resolutions recite that the protection afforded by
the tariff has been the salvation of
the sheep Industry and will continue
to he tho means ot losterlng competition. The resolutions say that the
service,
regulations of the forestry
"which our experience has taught us
are eBtlhlashed more on theory than
on knowledge, have worked untold
hardship and annoyance to our Industry. We think the mistakes of the
past can be avoided If men of experience ln handling sheep on the range
are brought Into conference with the
forestry service." The resolutions demand that lands in the national for
ests not suitable for cattle ranging,
and which are now closed to sheep.
be thrown open for sheep grazing,
and that the Secretary of Agriculture
have an Investigation made by ex
perienced meu so that thousands of
dollars of summer feed now going to
waste may he made use of by stock
men.
Particular stress is laid upon the
fact that the association should spare
neither expense nor effort in protecting the HveB and property of its members, and the prosecution of recent
crimes against Wyoming wool growers Is strongly recommended.

in

Ogden,

Berger, Secretary; John
8tauffer, Treaturer.
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MANY

M.

Mexico

It is a dangerous thing to take a
opiates
cough medicine containing
that merely stifle your cough Instead
and
Tar
of curing it. Foley's Honey
loosens and cures the cough and exthus
pre
pels the poisonous germs,
venting pneumonia and consumption.
Refuse substitutes and take only tne
genuine Foley's Honey and Tar in
the yollow package. Sold by all drug- sion Play; Robert Martin of New
York City, a large box of beautiful
ribbon for the orphans.
"EAT SMOKE

j

j

I

meeting.

AND DANCE"
SAID CENTENARIAN.

New Line of "Don't" for Those Who
Would Live Long.
New York, Jan. 11. Morris Miller,
102 years and 9 months old, died at

street.. He
his home on Eighty-firs- t
had planned to live to be 110 years
of age. On his one hundred and second birthday anniversary Miller for
mulated a set of "don'ts" for those
who wished to live to 110 years of
age. Here they are;
Eat plenty
"Don't be a vegetarian.
of meat at least three times a day.
Don't be a mollycoddle. Go to
dances and theaters as often aB you
feel like lt.
"Don't fast when 111. If you are ill
and your appetite will allow, keep on
eating.
"Don't stop smoking.
Smoking ln
moderation is helpful.
Don't eat juicy cakes and pies. Eat
wholesome food, especially Bea food."

m

true lilwaaa.

STRIPLING

K.

At the annual meetlns of the New
Historical
Society, held on
Monday, pursuant to the articles of
incorporation, the following officers
ln all
were elected, being
cases: President, Hon. L,. tJrauiora
Hon. William
Prince;
J. Mills. Prof. W. G. Tight, Hon. R. E.
Twitchell; treasurer. John K. Stauf-fer- ;
recording secretary, William M.
Berger; corresponding secretary, B.
A. Johnson; curator, Henry Woodruff.
The reports showed the society's af
fairs to be In a satisfactory condition
In all respects, and that important
additions were being made to the his
torical library. A catalogue of the
books, relating to New Mexico and
the southwest, is now being prepared
and will soon be published.
Announcement was made of the
death of Colonel Max. Frost, for many
years treasurer of the society, which
was followed by many appreciative re
marks, and the president was appoint-- 1
ed to draft an appropriate minute to
be inserted in the proceedigs.
Bascome of
Mrs. Ellen
Kearny
St. Louis, was elected an honorary
member of the society.
A number of county
e
were elected, but the filling of the
list was deferred until the March

ilMilf

Dr. Shoop's
Restorative

HISTORICAL 80CIETY
ELECTS OFFICERS.
L. Bradford Prince, President;

Stomach

BURROWS

CO.

AMERICANS
WILL
HONOR DEAD PRELATE.

Cardinal Satoill, Called "The American Pope" Was Beloved By
American Colony,
Rome, Italy, Jan. 11. The funeral
of Cardinal Francisco
Satoill who
died Saturday of nephritis at the age
of 71, will he held in Rome this week
and indications point to an outpour-lu- g
on the part of members of the
American colony here. The dead
cardinal's grasp of American affairs
of the Catholic church led to his
Amerias "The
referred
being
can Pope" and his kindness to the
hundred of American men and women
sojourning In Rome and anxious to
attend functions in the Sistlne chapel for which special permission was
time
necessary brought Americans
and again ln touch with the former
apostolic delegate.
Made Three Visits.
Cardinal Satoill was raised to the
Cardinalate ln lt9i. He was Professor of Congregational Studies at the
time of his death.
Cardinal Satoill was born of noble
family ln Mursciano, archdiocese of
Perugia, July 21, 1839.
He has made three
memorable
visits to the United States, He came
first as the papal representative to
the Catholic congress and celebration
of the centenary of the Catholic hierarchy in November, 1889.
His next visit was ln 1892, when
he represented the Pope at the
Chicago world's fair. His third visit,
after he attained the rank of Cardinal Bishop, ln June, 1904, was notable
for the reason that it was the first
to
time a Cardinal was permitted
leave Rome on other than official business.
Friend of Pope Leo.
Cardinal Satoill was born at Marsi-annear Perugia, July 21, 1839, and
there he became one of the famous
Peruginl that circle of Cathollo prelates who gathered around the late
Pope Leo XIII, when he was the
Archbishop of Perugia, and who later
took such a prominent part ln Catholic affairs when he became Pope.
With the elevation of the venerable
and wise churchman to the Papacy
he called Mgr. Satoill to Rome, and
he was made professor of theology at
the propaganda. In 1888 he was created Titular Bishop of Lepanto and
canon of St, John Lateran.
He represented the Pope at the
World's Columbia Exposition in Chicago, and was honored as the principal guest of Chicago during his stay.
The recognition accorded him gave
hiin his great opportunity that of being Apostolic Delegate to the government at Washington.
war
During the Spanish-AmericaIt is said his efforts did much to
bring about a settlement. In the worn
which his superiors desired of him he
was eminently successful. He brought
the
about closer relations between
Catholic church and the government
than had ever before existed.
He was created a Cardinal and proclaimed November 29, 1895. He later
was prefect of the congregation of
studies at the Vatican. He took his
t.
Cardinal's title from St. Maria in
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Is s
very valuable medicine for throat and
and
lung troubles, quickly relieves
cures painful breathing and a dangerously sounding cough which Indicates
congested lungs. Sold by all druggists.
APPOINTMENT OF JUDGE
POPE 13 CONFIRMED.

Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 11. Today
the Senate confirmed the apointment
of Judge W. H. Pope as Chief Justice
of New Mexico. The appointment of
Crelghton M. Foraker of Albuquerque,
as U. S. marshal and the appointment
of Robert E. Morrison, son of A. L.
Morrison, Sr., Santa Fe, to be United
Slates attorney for Arizona, were also
confirmed.
UNITED 8TATES 8ERVES
GERMANY.
ON
NOTICE
Delegate to Congress W. H. Andrews today delivered an oration at
Berlin. Jan. 11. The United States the unveiling of the statute of Generhall of the
government today informed the" Ger al Lew Wallace is Statuary
man foreign office that lt would re capltol. He received many congratufrom senators, representatives
gard the adoption by the relch of the lations
nronosed Uotash law as a discrimi and citizens of Indiana, the birth place
of Wallace.
nation against American interests.

HEALS
OLD-SORE-

S

Every old sore is an external symptom of a depraved or polluted con
dition of the blood. These festerinj? places on the Hcsh are kept open and
in a state of irritation because the circulation is continually discharging into
them the Impurities and morbid matters with which it is filled. This polluted condition of the blood may be the remains of some constitutional
trouble; the effect of a long spell of sickness, which has left the blood stream
weak and germ -- infected, or because the natural refuse of the body, which
should pass off through the proper avenues, has not all been eliminated
and has been absorbed into the circulation. External treatment may
cause the place to scab over temporarily, but the blood is not made any
purer by such treatment, and soon tho sore will return or break out at
another place and be as bad or worse than before. S. S. S, heals old sores
It goes down
by removing every particle of impurity from the circulation.
to the very bottom of the trouble and so completely changes the circulation
to
drain
but the
the
no
thero
is
sore,
that
longer any impurity
through
place is once more nourished with rich, healthful blood. S. S. S. heals the
skin
sore from the bottom, the
regains its natural color, and when S.S. B.
has thoroughly cleansed and purified the blood the plaoe is permanently
healed, Book on Sores and Ulcers ana uJiy medical advice free to all Wlio
write.
THJt .QWTKT SDRCIITIf! Pf . 4TT.41ITA fii

BOARD
.

OF
EQUALIZATION

Will Convene in Important
Session at Capitol on
Monday
.

PENITENTIARYCOWIMISSIONERS

Questions Sent Out for Teachers'
Examinations Next
Week.
The territorial board of penitentitoary commissioners 1b In session
ol
day at the penitentiary disposing
routine business and parole matters.
The members who attended were J.
Eas-Jeri. Vaughn, president; Charles F.
secretary! D. T. Hosklns, of Las
Vegas; Jose Ortiz y Pino of Gallsteo;
J. Smith Lea of Roswell; Superintendent 3. W. Raynolds and Cleric W. A.
Bayer, also, being present.
Board of Equalization.
The territorial board of equalizawill
meet on Monday at the Caption
itol to fix the valuations of railroads,
telegraph and other classes of property and also to consider assessment
matters in general. The report of the
district attorneys will ba presented
as well as a report along the same
The
lines by the tax commission.
' members of the board are: James F.
Hinkle, president, of Roswell; J. M.
Cunningham of Las Vegas; B. Spitz,
of Albuquerque; Frank P. Jones of
Silver City; Alejandro Sandoval of
Bernalillo; T. D. Burns, Sr., of Tierra
Amarllla, and Heury Lutz of Lincoln.
Notables Appointed.
Governor Curry has appointed the
following notaries public; JameB A.
Chaves county;
GUmore, Roswell,
Emu Bibo of Cubero, Valencia coun'.y.
Incorporation Matters.
The Oaks Company of Alma, western Socorro county, filed incorp.ia-tlopapers today. The capitalization
is $1,000,000 divided into 60,000 shares
of preferred stock, arid 60,000 shares
of common stock. The company will
begin business with 20 shares of preferred stock and 300 shares of common stock, a total of $3,200. The Incorporators and directors are: 'William J. Weatherby, 10 preferred shares
and 300 shares of common stock; Hershares;
man Hoover, 6 preferred
Laura Weatherby, 6 preferred shares
The Western Grocery Company of
Roswell, also filed incorporation papers, the capitalization being; $10,000
divided into 100 snares. The incorporators and directors are: G. W.
Shradcr, James Forstad and S. P.
Johnson,
District Court
In the district court for San Juan
county today, was filed a suit by
Herman C. Peterson vs. Ramona Peterson, for divorce. The couple married at Parkview, Rio Arriba county,
on January 14, 1907, and seven dayB
later the couple separated.
Questions for Teachers' Examinations
InstrucSuperintendent of Public
tion J. E. Clark Is sending out the
to be
examinations
questions for the
held at all county seats on January
14 and 15 for all grades of teachers'
certificates.
Circular Letter to County Superintendents,
of
Gentlemen During the month
November, 1909, I believe I sent you
to
attention
a circular .calling your
the fact that "the territorial board of
education took action at its recent
meeting, October 22d, 1909, as indicated by the following resolution:
"Whereas, the department of educaschool
tion has issued a common
course of study for use in the schools
under the supervision of county superintendents, and
"Whereas, the territorial board of
' education would urge the general use
of this manual with a view to standardizing the work of our public

'
.

pbaslze particularly the fact that we
would promote the holder of the certificate from the grammar school dehigh school or
partment to the
academic department and that we
would urge vigorously that the holders of these certificates accept the
promotion and enter upon the ninth
glade work with a view of better
preparation for higher education.
Will you please report by return
mall on the following ltemsi
F!t. The probable number of applicants for eighth grade promotion
certificates.
Second.
The most convenient date
for holding the examination.
Third. The place or places where
examinations should be held.
You will note that the common
school course of study Is so planned
to the rural
as to be of service
school mainly. Many vlllagos and organized town schools are using the
course of study as a basis for their
work.
Some city schools are using
the ninnunl. The territorial board of
education In its resolution has In
of
mind mainly the encouragement
young pyople In the rural and village
schools and It is our recommendation
that the county superintendent make
his plans for these examinations and
the granting of eighth grade promotion certificates taking into consideration the schools of their respective
not Including the city
counties
schools where undoubtedly the city
superintendent has a plan of his own
which he will follow in the mattor
of promotion. Of course, there Is no
objection to including the grammar
departments of the city schools in
this plnn and we leave the whole
question with the county superintendent to decide.
Trusting that I may hear from you
promptly, I am,
Yoours very respectfully,
J. E. CLARK,
Territorial Superintendent of Public
Instruction.
Department of Education, Santa, Fe,
N. M., Jan. 7th, 1909.
and
P. S. The book of programs
selections for the observance of special days in the public schools of New
Mexico is bl;Ing distributed among
the teachers of the Territory. A copy
Is sent directly to each teacher and
one copy goes forward at the same
time to each county superintendent.
In the event that any school has
failed to receive Us copy a request
directed to the department of education, Santa Fe, will have prompt at
tention. The edition is limited and
only one copy is a.iowed for each
school room.
DISTRICT COURT.
In the district court for Rio Arriba
county, suit was filed by Reyes Gonzales vs. Agustiniano Candelarto and
J. M. Archleta, Jr., for $3,G00, representing five years rental on 600
ewes and value of ewes.
In the district court for Torrance
county, suit was brought by D. B.
Grlbsby vs. W. T. Choate, defendant,
Paso and Southwestern Railj The El
way Company, garnishee, for $230.75
on an open account.
Judge John R. McFie Blgned comz
mitment papers for Francisco L.
of OJo Callente, Rio Arriba county, on petition of Carlota G. Galvez,
his wife, for the lnsance asylum at
Las Vegas, to which Sheriff Sylvlano
Rolbal took him yesterady.
MANY SEEKING

HOMES
IN NEW MEXICO.

Receiver Muller's
Reports For December Show a Brisk Land
Office Business,
Captain Fred Muller, receiver of
the U. S. land office, has made out
his reports for December, 1909, covering Santa Fe land district and they
show that the desire for land in New
Of original
Mexico is not waning.
homestead applications in December,
area of
an
werethere
72, covering
10,506.17 with fees of $090 and commissions of $111.40.
Of original homestead applications
under the act of February 19, 1909,
there were 29, area 6,740.67 acres and
commissions of $252.80.
schoolB.
that Applicants for final homestead
"Therefore! be it resolved,
recognition be given by the territorial proofs, 33; area 4,924.71 acres; and
board of education to the completion commissions $187.50.
Isolated tract land applicants 1;
of the eighth grade work as prescribed In the manual of the common area 80 acres, and purchase amount
school course of study, by the issu- $100.
Soldiers' declaratory statements 2;
ance of certificates to pupils who pasB
satisfactory examination on questions area 480 acres;, commissions, $6.
Indemnity school land selections
furnished by this board to the county
superintendents! icovlerlng the work 2; area 1200; and commissions $16.
the
Mineral lands sold 2; area 253.52;
outlined for the eighth year in
course of study; examinations to be and purchase $1,270.
Excesses 8; area 16.95; purchase
conducted and papers graded under
the supervisor of the county super- $22.90.
Coal, cash, 2; area, 639.14; purchase
intendents; certificates to be signed
by the teacher, the county superin- price, $12,782.80.
Final desert proofs, 1; area, 100;
superintendent, and the territorial
tendent of public Instruction."
purchase, $150.25.
is
The department of education
Original desert applications, 14;
planning to have prepared and print- acreage, 2,564.58; and purchase price,
ed Beveral sets of questions covering $641.15.
Commuted homestead proofs, 52;
the common school course of Btudy
as outlined for the 'eighth grade in acreage, 8,013.93, and purchase price,
(he manual recently issued by the de- $16,015.20.
partment. - These questions will be
The tender leaves of a harmless
sent to the county superintendents
mountainous shrub, give
who will multe local arrangements for
the examination and the correction of to Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy Its marthese
After
Tight,
manuscrlps velous curative properties.
manuscripts.
are graded we wish to have you re- tickling coughs, quickly yield to the
port to this office a detailed state- healing, soothing action of this splenment of standings for each applicant, did prescrlptlon--Dr- .
Shoop's- Cough
and promotion certificates will be Remedy. And it is bo safe and good
acprovided by this department In
for children, as well. Containing no
cordance with the resolution.
opium, chloroform, or other harmful
these
mention
we
note
alYou will
that
drugs, mothers should In safety
ceras
certificates
being promotion
If other
ways demand Dr. Shoop's.
tificates and not graduation certifi- remedies are offered, tell them No!
cates or diplomas. While It is an ex- no
Sold by Stripling-own judge
cellent thing for a young person to Burrows your
Co.
(eel that he has really accomplished
a certain task or a certain prominent LATHAM REACHES
part of a task, we hardly think it adALTITUDE OF 4.000 FEET.
visable to Issue any form of certifiMourmelon, France, Jan. 7. During
to
cate that might be Interpreted
minute spectacular flight
a forty-fiv- e
signify that the problem of education here
today Hubert Latham, the
We wish to recognize
Is complete.
attained an altitude
the completion of the grammar school French aviator,
feet.
course of study, but we wish to em .estimated at four thousand

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and
Chronic Constipation.
Pleasant to tail

BRINO
BY

ALL DRUQQI8T8,
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incorporates

RED

--

IN

Will Build From Roswell to He Still Hankers After the
Life in Tepee and Camps
Tucumcari, Distance or
in the Wilds
146 Miles
DISTRICT ATTORNEYS

IN MEET

t
Assessment of
erty and Collection
of Taxes.

Consider

Prop-

EAGERLY

ABANDONS

HOUSES

Chief Porter of Indian Service
Uescnbes wnaiuoni unacr
Irrigation Project.

"There is something pathetic In the
The district attorneys of the terwith which the Indian greets
ritory are in.- - session this afternoon avidity
return to the
with Governor Curry and Traveling the opportunity for a
when that very reAuditor Charles V. Saftord, to consid- prlmoval condition
final knell to all
er the most efficacious methods of col- turn pruages the This Is evinced In
primeval.
asthings
also
and
lecting delinquent taxes
for irrigating land
sessment matters. Mr. Safford show- the various projects
California, and all of the
ihmnchoiit
were
1908
there
of
the
ed that
taxes,
west. The programme
collected 82.44 per cent last year regions of the
is strikingly similar on an irrigation
which shows a wonderful improveIndian office the branch
ment. It was shown for instance, that nmMi Tho
charged
Territorial Treasurer Samuel Eldodt of the federal government
weirare aeciaes
collected in 1897 only 05 per cent of with the Indian'sor tribe is sufficienta given band
the 1890 taxes, and of the 1897 taxes thatInculated
with modern ideas to
he collected in 1898 only 50 per cent. ly
warrant a special effort to convert
Incorporation,
citizens of
The Roswell & Northern and Gould them into
Orders are issuer1
railroad tiled incorporation papers to.) the United States.
W. H. Code .chief engineer of the
day in the office of Territorial Secre-- , to
Bumlller building, and In due
Indian
road
to
be
is
Jaffa.
The
Nathan
tary
on
built from Roswell to Tucumcari and time an Irrigation engineerA appears
competent
is to be 140 miles lond. It is believed the Indian reservation.
that the Rock Island system Is friend- corps of white employes is obtained
to emly to the new road. The capital stock and then it becomes necessarv
Is $150,000 all paid in. The incor- ploy Indian labor in the construction
porators and directors are: Charley of an irrigation ditch on In the sinnJ. ing flf wells."
Aurellus
C. Tannebill,
Prultt,
Smith Lea, John W. Rhea, James F.I The foregoing is a brief ou'.Ilne of
Hinkle, Edgar L. Bedell, Clifton' what has become a common incident
Chisholm, J. Phelps White of Ros in the Indlun service, as given yesterwell. The stock is divided into 1500
day by W. R. R. Porter, chief of the
shares.
administration section of tho office ol
Public.
Appointed Notary
Indian affairs. He drew a plolure of
Governor Curry today appointed
of the red men last week
the
Willis H. Myers of Cowan,
Quayi whenpasslns
he met to consult with various
county, a notary public.
under tho direcMrs. Mark Summers has returned irrigation engineers
Code.
from a visit with her family in Chi- tion of Chief Engineer
The Final Call.
cago.
Mr. Porter drew a picture to IlluTrap and Sons In Jail.
strate what he terms "The Fhul Call
Rev. A. C. Trap and two bohs,
them of the Wild." His remarks we:a as
and John, have given
selves up to the authorities at Ros follows:
readily
well, according to a dispatch received
"You may not apprehend
by Captain Fred Fornoff of the mount- where pathos enters Into a project
ed police.
Captain Fornoff has or- which has for its aim the complete
dered Mounted Policeman W. E. Dud civilization of the Indian. To do so
ley who had been sent to Corona to; you must understand the Indlau chararrest Trap, to return to Santa Rosa acter, and I would like to remark paand has asked Sheriff Stevens of Linman has an busicoln county, to take no steps at pres- rentheticallyno
ness in the Indian service who does
ent to have Trap taken to Lincoln. not both know and love the Indian
Trap acknowledges shooting Deputy character.
Sheriff W. H. McAdams.
"The digging of an irrigation ii:u:!i
A telegram from El Paso says that
the sinking of a well means that all
or
McAdams was not killed, but is now or
the Indians of tho contlguoj' ter-- !
in the hospital at Ed Paso and underare given employment on the
rnory
went an operation. The physicians
at the highest current wages.
project
hold out no hope for his recovery. The
To the Indian this does not iman so
bullet entered his abdomen, passed much as addition to his meager Income
through his stomach and came out ' as It means an opportunly to abandon
of the small of his back. The wound the house which the government has
was Inflicted with a revolver, and Mal- built for him. Perhaps he has built a
colm Trapp, a son of the minister,
for himself, under pressure
was the only one of the trio who had home the
government, and is apparent
a weapon of that kind according to a from
ly happy and prosperous. However,
statement by McAdams.
he welcomes the chance to leave the
structure and assemble wih other InSimple Remedy for un urippe.
dians of his band in a camp which
LaGrlppe coughs are dangerous, as approximates In all its essential featthey frequently develop into pneu- ures the Indian village of prehistoric
monia. Foley's Honey and Tar not
times.
only stops the cough, but heals and
"At one of these camps the first tent
strengthens the lungs so that no se- nr tanen erected is that of the 'medi
The
feared.
need
rious results
be
cine man,' and no meal is cooked until
genuine Foley's Honey and Tar conhas been hoisted upon
tains no harmful drugs and is in a the 'medicine' center
of the camp. Althe
yellow package, Sold by all druggists. a pole in
lotments of land and other efforts of
the land office to individualize the
BUJAC ELECTED
CAPTAIN
man are forgotten and the Indian tolls
CHAIRMAN OF COMMISSION.
cheerfully through the day with his
8.
The
board
M.,
Jan.
N.
Carlsbad,
team and scraper.
of county commissioners organized on
"This is done , not so much for the
Monday by selecting Capt. E. P. Bujac
a day, which generous Uncle Sam
as chairman. A. C. Heard, who re- ft
allows him, as for the privilege of
signed, had acted as chairman for passing half or
s
of the night
many years. Captain Bujac was ap- smoking and following the ancient
pointed by the governor to fill the va- rites and customs which have been
cancy as commissioner a short time handed down to him by word of mouth
ago. One of the particular matters
countless generations.
considered at this session of the board only, through False ideas.
was the bridges ordered built over
a
"There are number of unusual feathe Pecos and Black rivers some time tures attending the assemblage of one
contractor
has already nr
ago. The
thpsa canins. which appeal strongly
brought material on the ground ready to those of us who have devoted our
com
railroad
The
to begin operations.
lives to the Indian, and which conpany, however, objected to the style troverts emphatically the popular conat
Pecos
over
the
of bridge planed
of the Indian character.
Carlsbad. It was held that the low ception
"The idea is broadcast, for Instance,
solid concrete bridge would act as a that the Indian is dishonest. How undam In case of high water and would, founded is this notion is shown In no
therefore, be apt to dnmage the rail- clearer manner than in the fact that
road property on the west side. The Indian houses have no locks on their
board decided to change the plans and
doors, When an Indian takes his famhave now ordered a steel and con- ily and tepee to join ay 'ditch camp'
crete bridge at this point on the street the utmost precaution he uses to prolevel. The bridge will be 500 feet tect his household goods and perhaps
long In all. Construction is already valuable possessions, is to place a
begun on the piers of this bridge. The chair or table In front of his door, so
contractor Is also at work on the
that It may be seen by those who
bridge across Black river at Malaga. pass. The presence of such an article
Work will also be begun in a very of
furniture signifies 'I am not at
short time on the bridge near Artesia. home, please do not enter.'
The brick building on the corner of
"Where the pathos enters, is In the
Fox and Canyon street is up one story.
fact that the Indians, who thus joyJ. R. Fant, the owner, hopes to have
abandon their new homes for
the entire building ready for occu- ously
the old camp life, fall to realise that
pancy In less than two months. This the very work upon which they are enblock Is a considerable addition to the
gaged puts a final period upon all
buslnoss district of Carlsbad. It has
life.
one large store part, and the corner community
"Once the new irrigation ditch is
Is planned for a bank. The second
Is sunk, the Indian is
well
dug or the
story wll be used for offices.
to produce front his Irrigated
required
first
the
of
one
The Tanslll block,
allotment. He must mnke a living or
buildings erected in Carlsbad, is like- go
hungry. The result is usually that
mercana
be
to
purchased by large
ly
he produces a living; when he falls
now
by
organized
tile company
being
to do bo ho becomes amenable to the
local and outside capitalists. The
law of the survival of the fittest, or
a
for
well
located
large
is
building
to tho policy of the Indian office of
business establishment, and has room
the greatest good to the greatest numenough for all the departments that ber.' "
this concern plans to have. The new
Mr. Porter continued to show with
company will have a capital of at what
pnlns the office of Indian afleast a hundred thousand dolars.
fairs, headed by Robort O. Valentleno,
who was designated commissioner by
promotion from the ranks, weighs evthe system ery proposition which effects the welfare of the Indian.
Nation Awakened.
thoroughly and clears
sallow complexions of He ran over in Borne detail the long
and Inglorious record of the Indian ofpimples and blotches. fice under poltlcal control, when the
Indian agent of. the old style held
la
sway. The latter was the man who

Laxative Fruit Syrup
SOLD

railroad

ne;v

PASSING OF

Cleansis

It

guaranteed

actually administered the policy determined In Washington, and orton he
had no other recommendation to his
than his
tremendous responsibility
personal service to a ward or district
polltnl boss,
Ho then traced
the origin and
growth of the nation's awakening to
its responsibility to Its
and abused wards. He next drew i
striking picture, of the broader "educational" policy under Mr. Valentine's
Mr. Porter closed
commlss'onershlp.
his discussion with the following:
"Time was, not so very long ago,
either, when the education of the Indian was confined to such tutoring as
the teachor In the day or boarding
school could convey to his immature
pupils. This day has passed. Now
every cook, laundress, farmer, mill
hand, ditch digger, engineer, mason,
and superintendent. In fact, every person employed on the Indian reservation, Is Impressed with the Idea of being a teacher.
"With the large and noble conception of his duties, in the mind of each
of the 8.5D0 employes in the Indian
service, is it strange that this race is
fast becoming
and capable of future greatness?"
WHISKY LANDED
IN JAIL.

BENNINGTON

He Had Plenty of Time to Elude Capture But Thought He Had to

Take a Drink First.
Albuquerque, N. XI., Jan. 8. Burton
with
D. Bennington, who together
Charles L. Wilson, were arrested in
WedBecker
Belen by Deputy Sheriff
nesday, were given a preliminary
hearing before Judge Craig yesterday
morning, both men being bound over
to await the action of the grand Jury
th the sum of $800 each. In default
of bond both men were committed to
the county jail.
Bennlnnton made a clear breast of
lh whole affair and declared that Wil
son was not guilty of complicity in
the robbery. According to Bennington's story he arrived in Albuquerque
Snndnv from the east and was cold
and hungry, having been broke for
many days. The Highland drug store
looked like an easy job and he forced
open the front door of the place lionday night, securing some fifty dollars
worth of razors, knives, scissors ana
various other cutlery and toilet ar
ticles, but no cash. Bennington struck
out for Belen, where he took up with
Wilson, to whom he gave a portion or
the goods to sell. Bennington had
previously worked Los Lunas, selling
quite a few of the stolen articles at
At Belen
greatly reduced prices.
both Bennington and Wilson did a
thriving business, until Wilson was
nicked un bv Deputy Sheriff Becker.
Bennington heard of Wilson's arrest
and had plenty of time in which to
irnt rait of town. Instead of hiking
out, however, he remained in Belen
and filled up on Black and W hlte and
other fancy brands, with the result
that he was arrested, it being discovered that he was Wilson's pal.
someIt seems that Bennington
what of a philanthropist and that he
was very generous to brother Knights
of the Road whom he met en route to
Belen, giving them razors and knives
to dispose of on their way. In fact
Bennington was pretty much of a general agent and did a thriving business
whlln he was at liberty. When ar
rested Bennington had some eight
dollars on his person. Both Bennington and Wilson were brought back
from Belen by Deputy Sheriff Dick
Lewis.
ALBUQUERQUE HAS AN
INFANT

PRODIGY.

Although Only Two Year Old He Can
Pass an Examination for the
First Grade in School.
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 8. Albuquerque has a baby wonder. In the
person of Jamie E, Barr, two years
and fifteen days old, who has created
because of his
much astonishment
x
letability to recite the twenty-siters In the English alphabet without
stopping to think where the next letter is coming from, and not only this,
but can read by heart every lesson
is the
In the first reader, Jamie
nephew of J. H. Stamps, of the railway mall service, who resides at 1301
West Fruit avenue. Two weeks ago
Jamie celebrated his second birthday
and entertained a number of friends
of the family with demonstrations of
his literary talent. The lad is
a prodigy in reading and could
easily pass the requirements necessary to gain admission to the first
grade in the city schools, providing
children of his age were accepted as
scholars. Jamie is about the size of
a twenty-fivpound sack of flour. In
twenty-si- x
fact he only weighB
pounds", b,ut makes up in knowledge
what he lacks in avordupois. The lit
tle fellow knows all the different
punctuation marks when he sees
them In print, including the apostrophe, colon, comma, exclamation point
and the question mark.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy never disappoints those who use It for
obstinate coughs, colds and irritations
of the throat and lungs. It stands
unrivalled as a remedy for nil throat
and lung diseases. Sold by all druggists.
SYNDICATED

WHITE SLAVERY
IS UNDER FIRE.

Jan. 10. Syndicated
New York,
white slavory is under fire here today. In the grand Jury room district
attorney Whiteuinn asked the investi
against
gators to find Indictments
cortaln Individuals who he Is .satisIt
fied' are loaders In the business.
Is believed that the searching invesD.
John
by
tigations undertaken
Rockefeller, Jr., as foreman of the
shown
has
already
special grand Jury
not only that an organized white
slave traffic really exists, but that
there are close relations between the
traffickers nnd women of tho principal cities of the country.

A.

ELECTED
PRESIDENT CF TIE COMPANY.

B. McGAFFEY

GLAVIS HAD

Denies tho Rumor That the 8anta F
Railroad Company Had Bought
Out the Santa Barbara
Concern.
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 7. That
the rumor which was in general clrcu.
lation on the streets yesterday that
the Santa Fe Railroad Company had
secured control of the Santa Barbara
Tie and Pole Company holdings in
New Mexico, was denied yesterday
afternoon by A. B. Mc.Gaffey, recently
elected president of the latter concern.
"The story is without foundation,"
said Mr. McGaffey when asked yesterday for a verification of the rumors.
A meeting of the stockholders
and
hoard of directors' of the Santa Barin
held
bara company was recently
exChicago, at which considerable
change of stock was made and large
purchases of timber tracts in New
Mexico were approved.
"Plans were outlined for an increase in our tie output and enlargement of the work generally, but the
same people who have heretofore connected with the company will still continue to do so and beyond the exchange of certain stock there is no
change."
Mr. McGaffey is now president of
the Santa Barbara company, having
been elected to that position at the
Chicago meeting, succeeding W. P.
Johnson, whose death occurred recently. Since the organization of the Santa Barbara company, however, Mr.
McGaffey has been its manager and
practically looked after every detail of
Its work and his promotion to the
presidency will carry with it very few
new duties.
The company owns large timber
tracts In various parts of the territory
and have been for some time past sup
plying the Santa Fe railroad company
with upwards of half a million ties
every year. The ties are floated down
the Rio Grande from near Espanola to
Deming, forty miles north of Albuquerque, at which point they are loaded on cars and brought to the city and
placed In the tie pickling plant for
treatment.
According to Mr. McCaffey the offices of the company will continue to
be at Albuquerque and Its business
will be conducted from this city as
heretofore, thus setting at rest the
rumors that the Santa Fe had obtained control of the Santa Barbara holdconduct operations
ings and would
from the general offices of the Santa
Fe In Chicago.
Rev. I. W. Williams Testifies.
Rev. I. W. Williams, Huntington, W.
Va., writes us as follows: "This is to
certify that I used Foley's Kidney
Remedy for nervous, exhaustion and
kidney trouble and am free to say
that Foley's Kidney Remedy will do
all that you claim for it." Sold by all
druggists.
FLORIDA

ORANGE

CROP

LITTLE HURT

BY

FROSTS.

Manager of Citrus Exchange Puts
Loss at S Per Cent as Result of
Careful Investigation.
Chicago, 111., Jan. 11. Less than 5
per cent of the Florida orange crop
has been damaged by frosts according
to reports to the Chicago headquart
ers of the Florida Promotion Commit
tee. The results of a. careful inquiry
into the effects of low temperatures
have beea summarized by R. P. Burton, sales manager for the Florida Citrus Exchange at Tampa, whose experience covers 24 years. He says less
than 5 per cent of the crop will not be
marketable. The grapefruit have not
y
been injured.
"We have heard from all sections of
the orange belt," his report states,
"and it Is upon the most exact estimates of experienced growers and my
personal knowledge of conditions, that
The cold has
I make this statement.
not been severe enough to do the damparties
age that some interested
would have outsiders believe.
'Some years ago I sold .85 per cent
of my orange crop to Chicago people,
who saw it within two weeks after
the temperature had registered 21 degrees, and I got a fair price for it.
From the length and breadth of this
state other men could report similar
transactions. The cold spell has not
cut any figure with the Florida movement this year, and it will not."
MEDICAL SOCIETY HEARS
TWO

interesti'nb papers.

u
So Says the Attorney General
in Report Sent by Taft

to Congress
"S EPAR

NFR0 M

ATIO

SERVICE"

Treatment Wickersham
commends for Glavis's

I

Re- -

Ailment.
"Meqalo-Manl.-

."

a form of mental
alienation in which the patient has
grandiose delusions.
,

Mangalo-nianta-

Washington, Jan. 6. Louis R. Gla-viformerly chief of the field division of the general land office has sufand was not
fered from Megalo-manl- a
Imbued with deep sense of patriotic
duty In making charges against Secretary of the Interior Richard A. Balllnger and others In connection with
coal land claims In Alaska according
to Attorney
General Wickersham,
whose report of September 11, on the
famous controversy was sent to
today by President Taft. Attorney General Wickersham severely
arraigns Glavis In his summary, saying:

"Insinuations or charges of Improper conduct ou the part of Secretary
Balllnger, Assistant Secretary Pierce,
Commissioner Dennet or Chief of
Field Division Schwartz are, in my
So far
opinion, entirely disproved.
from taking any action to favor Cunningham claimants, the record clearly
shows Secretary Balllnger was
careful not to act In any respect uion these claims, for reason
that during the summer of 1908, while
he was in no manner connected with
the government, he was consulted by
some of the claimants with respect
to the issuance of patents and had
Garfield on
called upon Secretary
purpose to ascertain the attitude of
Neither his
his department thereon.
or
action nor any of his written
spoken expressions were favorable to
these claimants. What he did was to
instruct the land office to investigate
promptly and dispose of all pending
cases."
Glavit Is Slow.

Attorney General Wlckershaw says
further that Glavis had upwards of
two years in which to complete hh investigations- and was furnished by the
land office with all assistance required. Instead of hampering him or Interfering with him. every facility was
given him by the interior department.
and had the department desired Im
properly to. pass claims to patent it
might have done so In January, 190S,
by simply acting on favorable repot of
Special Agent Love. He continues:
"Glavis's claim that he prevented
the government from being defrauded by producing reference to the atintorney general of questions of law,
volved and overruling by him of opinSecretary
ion written by Assistant
Pierce, which would have enabled
to
claimants
pat
procure
Cunningham
ents, is absolutely disproved by rec
Glavis' report and summary
ords.
omit to a degree which amounts to
absolute suppression, letters, telegrams and other documents some of
which are in his
possession, and
which completely rebut Inferences he
seeks to have drawn. The action of
each and every official of the land of
fice referred to in Glavis' charges appears to have been Inspired by a perfectly proper desire to bring to con
clusion an investisatlon which was
prolonged beyond all reason as far as
the Interests of the government required and were not advanced by pro
longed delays and the inaction of
Special Agent Glavis."
Treatment Recommended.
The
report in conclusion says:
"Glavis' action appears to have been
founded upon a wholly exaggerated
impression of his own Importance and
desire for personal advancement, and
has
this species of 'megalomania
finally led hint to submit to you
concharges of improper motives and
his official
superior
duct against
which in my opinion are so unjust
and unfounded as to merit his immediate separation from the service."
If vnur Slnmach. Hetrt or Kidneys
are weak, try at least, a few doses of
Dr. Shoop's Restorative. In five or ten
days only, the result will surprise

you. A few cents win cover me cusi.
Made
That a And here is why help comes so quickStomMember of the Medical Fraternity
ly. Dr. Shoop doesn't drug the
KidBe Eelected or Appointed as
ach, nor stimulate the Heart or
Dr. Shoop's Restorative goes
County Coroner.
neys.

Recommendation

I"

Yesterday afternoon in the rooms of
the Santa Fe Commercial Club tne
Santa Fe Medical Society held a regThere were present
ular meeting.
Drs. Palmer, Mlera, Rivera, Massle,
Harroun, Diaz, Miller, Wheelon and
Rools. After the regular routine business Dr. Palmer read a very interesting paper on the subject of "Summer
Diarrhoea of Children." At the special request of the society, Hon. Levi A.
Hmrhns read a nailer giving a resume
of the Montgomery case. Among oth
er lessons pointed out in the paper
was the great need of either electing
or appointing a member of the medical fraternity to the position of coun-tl- y
Both papers brought
coroner.
forth consideroablo discussion.

directly to
nerve.

the

When

weak

ana

laiuug

these nerves fall, the

depending organs must of necessity
falter.
This plain, yet vital truth,
clearly tells why Dr. Shoop's Restoraan linf vprsallv successful. Its
4a
tive
success is leading druggists every
where to give it universal prciereuco.
A test
will surely tell. Sold by
Stripling-Burrow-

s

SOUTHERN

Co.

STUDENTS HAVE
THE HOOK WORM.

Physical Examination of Pupils at
Tulane College Reveals
Startling Conditions.
New Orleans. La.. Jan. 8. Consternation prevails among a hundred or
at Tulane College.
more students
Following an examination of every
BOWIE KNIFE AND GUN
student for the hook worm It is' anFIGURE IN FIERCE DUEL. nounced that more than a third of the
members were found to be infected
Corona, N. M., Jan. 10. Last night with the parasite. Practically all
at this place a serious duel occurred students said lo be thus affected are
In which a bowle knife and a gun play apparently robust specimens of maned a prominent part. Tho duel was hood.
the result of a quarrel between Cleve
Pneumonia Follows a Cold.
Hlliler and John Yates. The men were
alone when the quarrel started and but never follows the use of Foley's
which
stops the
no reason is known as to the cause, Honey and Tar,
and expels
During tho fight Yates was shot roughs, heals the lungs,
Take at
through both wrists while Hibler was the cold from your system.
a danstabbed In four different places. Hlb first sign of a cold and avoid
gerous illness. Sold by all druggists.
ler wll probably die.
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CAGE EIGHT

1010.

Wayside Jottings

2

made a motion as though to pull a
gun. At this time Guarva pulled his
own gun and fired at Vargas. Guarva
was later arrested on a warrant BWorn
nut iiv Mm Vareaa. but wag released
y.n. in i ho sum of S1000. The
developcase promises Interesting
ments.
George B. Field, Jr., of Denver, is
visiting friends in this city.
Rev. A. RaLeyroIle of Las Vegas,
Is In town a guest at the Cluire.
Mr and Mrs. Ellas Clark of Alcalde,
are In the city visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Leo Hersch.
J. 8. Edrlde, who hns been living
some time in the City of Mexico, is
in Santa Fe.
Judge Edward A. Mann of Albuquerweek
que, who was In the city last
retursed home over Sunday. . but Is
again In Santa Fe today.
Hon. Malaquias Martinez, the coal
oil inspector of the territory, is registered at the Coronado.
Attorney H. L. Waldo was among
last night's arrivals from Las Vegas
registering at the Palnce.
Charles A. Spless, president of the
legislative council, was In the city
Palyesterday, fie registered at the
ace hotel.
railW. F. Taliaferro,
prominent
road man of Topeka, Is In the city
today on a business visit, lie is registered at the Palace.
J. F. Hlnkle, prominent business
man of Roswell, and member of the
territorial board of equalization, Is In
the city a guest at the Palace.
M. A. Gonzales, member of the territorial tax commission is in town
Abl-qulhaving arrived last night from
He is a guest at the Claire.
District Attorney Elmer E. Studley
of Raton, will return home today. Mr.
Studley is an old newspaper man and
served with Samuel G. Blythe on a
Buffalo paper.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell of Albu
querque, who returned home Saturday
night is again In the city toaay meeting with the directors of the New
Mexico Central railroad.
Attorney E. W. Dobson of Albu
querque, arrived In town last night as
to be present at today's meeting of
the board of directors ot the New
Mexico Central railroad.
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, has re
turned to his home In Las cruces.
The major who ban many friends all
over the country was greeted cordial
ly by scores while he was In the city.
Miss Marguerite Kudoipn len mis
afternoon for Santa Fe, where sne
will resume her duties at Loretto
Academy after spending the holidays
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
F. Rudolph, at Rociada." Las Vegas
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